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A B S T R A C T

The realization of novel technological opportunities given by computational and autonomous materials
design requires efficient and effective frameworks. For more than two decades, aflow++ (Automatic-Flow
Framework for Materials Discovery) has provided an interconnected collection of algorithms and workflows
to address this challenge. This article contains an overview of the software and some of its most heavily-
used functionalities, including algorithmic details, standards, and examples. Key thrusts are highlighted: the
calculation of structural, electronic, thermodynamic, and thermomechanical properties in addition to the
modeling of complex materials, such as high-entropy ceramics and bulk metallic glasses. The aflow++
software prioritizes interoperability, minimizing the number of independent parameters and tolerances. It
ensures consistency of results across property sets — facilitating machine learning studies. The software
also features various validation schemes, offering real-time quality assurance for data generated in a high-
throughput fashion. Altogether, these considerations contribute to the development of large and reliable
materials databases that can ultimately deliver future materials systems.
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1. Introduction

The Automatic-Flow (aflow++) Framework for Materials Discov-
ry is an interconnected collection of algorithms and workflows that
ave been developed to address the challenge of accelerated materi-
ls’ calculation and identifications. We clarify the difference between
flow++ and aflow.org. The subject of this article, aflow++, is

a set of codes which enables data generation, materials discovery,
analysis, identification and optimization. On the other hand, aflow.org
is a web ecosystem of FAIR databases, software and tools, including
online machinery to analyze and download data, as well as different
educational resources [1–3]. Many of the functionalities of aflow.org
rely on performing on-the-fly aflow++ operations, facilitating a more
effective, reliable, and reusable development.

The framework aflow++ comprises a comprehensive suite of func-
tionalities that through the years has been successfully applied to the
discovery of many new systems, e.g., permanent magnets [4,5], su-
peralloys [6,7], high-entropy high-hardness plasmonic carbides [8–11],
and phase-change memory compositions [12]. The framework is writ-
ten in C++ (∼650, 000 lines as of version 3.2.12) with a growing Python
environment, and operates on UNIX architectures (GNU-Linux, ma-
cOS). It automates the input file generation, job submission and queue
management, error correction, analysis, storage, and dissemination of
the results [1]. Workflows are fully parallelizable, having break-points
where independent components can be run simultaneously on a cluster
accelerated with multi-threaded functionalities. Integral to aflow++’s
automation is the standardization of input parameter sets [13] and
structure prototypes [14]. The software offers direct and programmatic
access to a broad range of experimentally-observed structures [15–
17] with adjustable internal degrees of freedom, enabling the con-
struction of virtually any conceivable periodic structure. aflow++ is
fully integrated to work with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [18] and provides some support for Quantum ESPRESSO [19],

BINIT [20], the Fritz-Haber-Institut Ab Initio Materials Simulation
Package (FHI-AIMS) [21], the ELK Code [22], and the Alloy Theoretic

utomated Toolkit (ATAT) [23].
Historically, aflow++ started from the characterization of inor-

anic intermetallic crystals, e.g., early adoption in machine-learning/
ata-mining [43,44] and high-throughput [45], in line with the use
f a plane-wave basis and the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) pseudopotentials of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [46] by
efault. Recently, this scope has been extended to include i. ceramics,
argely enabled by the coordination corrected enthalpies (aflow-CCE)

method [33,35] and ii. structurally and chemically disordered sys-
tems, facilitated by the creation of the thermodynamic density of
tates (DOS) descriptor [3,36] and the Glass-Forming-Ability (aflow-

GFA) [36,37], Partial Occupation (aflow-POCC) [38], and Quasi-
Chemical Approximation (aflow-QCA) [39] modules. Descriptors are
2

feasibly-calculated quantities based on microscopic features that of-
fer predictive power of macroscopic properties of the material [47].
Their development and application remain at the heart of aflow++,
articularly for the prediction of thermodynamic stability/synthesiz-
bility [32], electronic [26,27,48], and thermomechanical [28–30,34,
0,41,49] properties.

In this article, we highlight functionality and workflows that have
een developed since the original aflow++ report [50] and demon-
trate their interoperability within the overall environment. The various
odules and tools included in the standard distribution (version 3.2.12,

all 2022) are listed in Table 1. Examples of their application for
he discovery of new materials are presented, providing a practical
uide for future materials informatics investigations. Through ongoing
nnovation and implementation of robust descriptors and workflows,
flow++ continues to deliver valuable solutions [51] as well as play-

ng a role in accelerating the pace of automation in the materials
ommunity.

. Basic usage

Installation instructions and a description of the aflow.rc file are
ncluded in the Appendix.
enerating geometry files. Geometry files for crystalline materials
an be automatically generated with aflow++ by decorating proto-
ype structures with different elements. The command-line syntax to
enerate prototypes is:

aflow --proto=label.ordering:elements --params=parameters

where label is the prototype designation (or alias) and parame-
ters are the comma-separated degrees of freedom for the prototype.
elements is a colon-separated list of elements in alphabetical order
decorating the structure (e.g., Ag:C:Cu). By default, the structure
is decorated with fictitious atoms (i.e., A, B, C, D, …). ordering
specifies the site decoration (e.g., ABC vs. BAC), where the placement
of the letter corresponds to the site on the prototype and the letter
corresponds to the alphabetically-ordered elements.

There are two prototype libraries in aflow++: the High-
hroughput Quantum Computing (HTQC) library [50] and the
aflow++ Prototype Encyclopedia [15–17]. HTQC prototypes are hard-
coded structures that do not require any degrees of freedom to be
specified, and whose labels are largely ad hoc e.g., 201 and T0001
denote the rocksalt and Heusler structures, respectively. An example
command to generate an HTQC structure is:

aflow --proto=201:Cl:Na

For Prototype Encyclopedia prototypes [15–17], the label — or
aflow++ prototype label — is an underscore-delimited string describ-
ing the symmetry of a crystal structure. For example, corundum has the
prototype label A2B3_hR10_167_c_e-001, where:
Table 1
Current aflow++ tools in the standard distribution (version 3.2.12, Fall 2022). Non-C++ modules include AFLOW𝜋: medium-
throughput framework for Quantum ESPRESSO and the ACBN0 function [24,25], and PAOFLOW: procedure for projecting the
full plane-wave solution on a reduced space of pseudoatomic orbitals [26,27], as described in Section 5.

Acronym Section Module or Library Refs.

aflow-AAPL 7.4 Automatic Anharmonic Phonon Library [28]
aflow-AEL 7.1 Automatic Elasticity Library [29]
aflow-AGL 7.1 Automatic GIBBS Library [30]
aflow-APE 9 AFLOW Python Environment [14,31–33]
aflow-APL 7.2 Automatic Phonon Library [34]
aflow-CCE 6.2 Coordination Corrected Enthalpies Module [33,35]
aflow-CHULL 6.1 Convex Hull Module [32]
aflow-GFA 8.3 Glass-Forming-Ability Module [36,37]
aflow-POCC 8.1 Partial Occupation Module [38]
aflow-QCA 8.2 Quasi-Chemical Approximation Module [39]
aflow-QHA 7.3 Quasi-Harmonic Approximation Library [40–42]
aflow-SYM 4.2 Symmetry Module [31]
aflow-XtalFinder 4.3 Crystal Finder Module [14]
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• the first field indicates the reduced stoichiometry
(

𝐴2𝐵3
)

,
• the second field indicates the Pearson symbol (hR10),
• the third field indicates the space group number (167),
• the fourth field indicates the Wyckoff letters associated with

species 𝐴 (𝑐),
• the fifth field indicates the Wyckoff letters associated with

species 𝐵 (𝑒), and
• the sixth field indicates the alias for the corundum parameter-set

extracted and generalized by aflow-XtalFinder (001).
n addition to the prototype label, aflow-XtalFinder determines the

lattice and Wyckoff parameters that are not fixed by symmetry and
returns their values for the particular geometry. For corundum, these
degrees of freedom are lattice parameters 𝑎 and 𝑐∕𝑎 and Wyckoff co-
ordinates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 in direct/fractional space: 4.7607, 2.7296, 0.3522,
and 0.5561, respectively, for Al2O3. This structure can be generated
with the parameters provided explicitly:

aflow --proto=A2B3_hR10_167_c_e:Al:O --params
↪ =4.7607,2.7296,0.3522,0.5561

or using the 001 alias:

aflow --proto=A2B3_hR10_167_c_e-001:Al:O

Options specific to the Prototype Encyclopedia prototype include:
• --add_equations : The symbolic version of the geometry file

(in terms of the variable degrees of freedom) is printed after the
numeric geometry file.

• --equations_only : Only prints the symbolic version of the
geometry file (in terms of the variable degrees of freedom).

aflow++ can read and generate geometry files (GEOM_FILE )
n different file formats: VASP [52], Quantum ESPRESSO [53], FHI-
IMS [21], ABINIT [20], ELK [22], and the Crystallographic Informat-

ion File (CIF) [54]. In the following sections, the variable GEOM_FILE
can be replaced with files of any name having any of the aforemen-
tioned formats; aflow++ will detect their type and process them
automatically. To convert between formats, use the following com-
mands, respectively: --vasp, --qe, --aims, --abinit, --elk,
and --cif. For example:

aflow --qe < POSCAR

Note, aflow++ functions are generally overloaded to read inputs from
the input stream, enabling commands to be compounded via bash’s
ipe. For example:

aflow --proto=A2B3_hR10_167_c_e-001:Al:O | aflow --
↪ sconv | aflow --aflowSG

will create the geometry file for corundum, convert it to the
aflow++ Standard Conventional representation [48], and calculate its
space group [31].
The aflow.in input file. Calculations performed by aflow++ are
controlled via the aflow.in file, containing directives to create and
un ensembles of density functional theory (DFT) calculations with

VASP for the analysis of materials’ structural, electronic, thermal, and
elastic properties. For a given calculation workflow, options can be
specified to control: i. the symmetry analyses of the input geometry,
ii. type and order of VASP calculations, iii. schemes fixing VASP errors
(and subsequent calculation resubmission), and iv. results analysis.
Depending on the calculation, VASP input files are generated and
organized automatically by aflow++, namely the POSCAR (lattice
vectors and atomic positions), INCAR (VASP settings), KPOINTS (k-
point grid information), and POTCAR (pseudopotential information).
The aflow.in file enables high-throughput calculations of mate-
rial properties in a consistent and repeatable manner, expanding the
breadth of materials in the aflow.org repositories.
3

In general, the aflow.in file includes the required machine/com-
pute settings and VASP setup for the calculations. A summary of the
specific content in the aflow.in file is as follows. First, the system
name is given at the top of the file, usually consisting of a string
containing the elements, associated pseudopotential designation, and
prototype structure. Next, settings to perform the VASP calculation
are given, namely the VASP binary name/location, number of comput-
ing resources (compute cores/nodes), message passing interface (MPI)
settings for calculation parallelization, and commands to launch the
VASP application (e.g., mpirun and aprun). These machine settings
are followed by the options for the various aflow++ submodules to
calculate different material properties, including:

• crystallographic symmetry (aflow-SYM),
• phonons via the harmonic approximation (aflow-APL),
• phonons via the quasi-harmonic approximation (aflow-QHA),
• anharmonic phonons (aflow-AAPL), and
• thermomechanical properties (aflow-AEL-AGL).

aflow.in files can be created automatically, generally by convert-
ing the aforementioned --proto commands into --aflow_proto
commands. For example:

aflow --aflow_proto=A2B3_hR10_167_c_e-001:Al:O

will generate an aflow.in within the following directory structure (to
avoid writing collisions): AFLOWDATA/AlO/A2B3_hR10_167_c_e-
001.AB. The first layer, AFLOWDATA, is the general container for au-
omatically generated aflow.in files. The second layer specifies the
hemistry (species), and the third specifies the structure (prototype).
he default parameters written inside this automatically-generated
flow.in are controlled by the aflow.rc and command-line op-

tions. More information can be found under the --aflow_proto
command in the following README:

aflow --readme=aconvasp

3. Ab-initio calculations

Ab-initio structure-energy calculations remain by far the most time-
and resource-intensive component of aflow++’s workflows. As such,
substantial efforts have been devoted to integrating with VASP, the de-
fault ab-initio software employed by aflow++. VASP offers well-tuned
default settings, especially for their pseudopotentials [55], that ensure
fast convergence and high accuracy of results without much need for
additional customization. aflow++ also provides support for other
ab-initio software and frameworks used in the community, especially
for structure characterization and manipulation. Beyond this dedicated
functionality, aflow++’s alien mode enables the execution of any
binary in high-throughput fashion [50].

The full documentation for running automated ab-initio calculations
with aflow++, including parameter-tuning and error-handling, can be
found in the aflow++ README:

aflow --readme=aflow

Standard calculation types and protocols. aflow++ offers three ba-
sic run schemes for ab-initio calculations with VASP: RELAX,
STATIC, and BANDS. By default, two relaxations are performed to
ensure structural convergence, which is specified in the aflow.in
with [VASP_RUN]RELAX=2. To incorporate a STATIC and BANDS
run into the workflow, the setting should be modified to [VASP_RUN]
RELAX_STATIC_BANDS=2. The run schemes are described below.

A RELAX run optimizes the geometry of the structure — either by
minimizing the energy (default setting) or the forces (changed in the
aflow.in with [VASP_FORCE_OPTION]RELAX_MODE=FORCES)
— while trying to converge the electronic charge density at each
structure-snapshot. Convergence of the electronic charge density is
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facilitated by smearing techniques (ISMEAR and SIGMA in VASP [56])
allowing partial occupancy of orbitals at the Fermi edge, controlled in
the aflow.in by [VASP_FORCE_OPTION]TYPE=DEFAULT, which
lso takes values of METAL and INSULATOR. For high-throughput cal-
ulations, the material assumes the parameters of a metal as the default:
sing the method of Methfessel–Paxton with first order corrections [57]
nd a width of 0.1 eV. This sets the following parameters in the INCAR:

ISMEAR=1
SIGMA=0.1

Within the aflow++ workflow, the components of the stress tensor
are checked after the final relaxation; if any are in excess of 10 kB,
the calculations are automatically rerun with increased precision and
cutoffs for the plane-wave basis set [58]. As a standard, aflow++
runs spin-polarized calculations with initial magnetic moments for all
atoms set to 1.0 𝜇B/atom; a good default if the magnetic properties
of the system are unknown. Spin-polarization is turned off to reduce
computational resources if the magnetization resulting from the second
relaxation is found to be below 0.05 𝜇B/atom. These settings are found
in the aflow.in:

[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]SPIN=ON,REMOVE_RELAX_2
#[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]AUTO_MAGMOM=ON

[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]AUTO_MAGMOM=ON would change the ini-
tial magnetic moments from 1.0 to 5.0 𝜇B/atom, and is turned off
(commented out) by default. To change how these settings are writ-
ten with the automatic generation of aflow.in files, the following
variables should be tuned in the aflow.rc:

DEFAULT_VASP_FORCE_OPTION_SPIN=1
DEFAULT_VASP_FORCE_OPTION_SPIN_REMOVE_RELAX_1=0
DEFAULT_VASP_FORCE_OPTION_SPIN_REMOVE_RELAX_2=1
DEFAULT_VASP_SPIN_REMOVE_CUTOFF=0.05
DEFAULT_VASP_FORCE_OPTION_AUTO_MAGMOM=0

A STATIC run converges the electronic charge density of a fixed
geometry with settings that ensure a high-resolution calculation of
the total energy and electronic DOS. This is accomplished by running
with a high k-point density and performing Brillouin-zone integrations
with the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections [59] as a default.
The k-point density is controlled by the k-points per reciprocal atom
KPPRA) [13] parameter, defining a grid size that scales inversely
ith the number of atoms. The parameter can be adjusted in the
flow.in:

[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]STATIC_KPPRA=10000

A BANDS run uses the well-converged electronic charge density
rom the STATIC run and calculates the energy levels along the
flow++ standard k-paths to resolve the full electronic band structure
nd associated properties, such as the band gap. Standard semi-local
FT (with, e.g., the PBE functional) tends to underestimate the band
ap [25,60], an issue that is addressed in aflow++ with the DFT+𝑈
pproach based on the formulations developed by Liechtenstein [61]
nd Duradev [62]. The relevant aflow.in parameters are:

[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]LDAU2=ON
[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]LDAU_PARAMETERS=Ga,Sb

↪ ;2,-1;3.9,0;0,0

where [VASP_FORCE_OPTION]LDAUi=ON chooses the formulation
as developed by Liechtenstein (i=1) or Duradev (i=2; default).
[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]LDAU_PARAMETERS is a semicolon-sepa-
rated string of DFT+𝑈 on-site interaction parameters for each species
(comma-separated), namely the 𝑙-quantum number and the strengths
of the effective Coulomb (𝑈) and exchange (𝐽 ) interactions [56]. Note
the values for Sb for which no DFT+𝑈 corrections will be applied: -1,
0, 0. The aforementioned aflow.in parameters would generate the
following lines in the INCAR:
4

LDAU=.TRUE.
#LDAU_SPECIES=Ga Sb
LDAUL=2 0
LDAUU=3.9 0
LDAUJ=0 0
LDAUTYPE=2
LMAXMIX=4

The parameters for several systems have been defined as part of
the aflow++ standard [13,48]. For alloys having DFT+𝑈 para-
meters, an aflow.in will automatically be generated with
[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]LDAU2=ON. To turn off this behavior, add
--noldau to the --aflow_proto command.

The default parameters for these run schemes, including conver-
gence tolerances, grid densities, and pseudopotential choices, have
been defined as part of the aflow++ standard detailed in Ref. [13].
These include: i. a VASP precision set to the highest pre-defined
setting [56] ([VASP_FORCE_OPTION]PREC=ACCURATE in the
aflow.in, DEFAULT_VASP_FORCE_OPTION_PREC_SCHEME=
ACCURATE in the aflow.rc), ii. a plane-wave basis cutoff
increased by a factor of 1.4 above that set by VASP [56]
([VASP_FORCE_OPTION]ENMAX_MULTIPLY=1.4 in the aflow.
in, DEFAULT_VASP_PREC_ENMAX_ACCURATE=1.4 in the aflow.
rc), and iii. the stable Davidson blocked scheme for diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian [63,64] ([VASP_FORCE_OPTION]ALGO=NORMAL
in the aflow.in, DEFAULT_VASP_FORCE_OPTION_ALGO_
SCHEME=NORMAL in the aflow.rc). As demonstrated, settings are
highly tunable through a combination of the aflow.in and
aflow.rc files. In addition to the [VASP_FORCE_OPTION] keys,
the aflow.in offers explicit and implicit control of VASP input files.
For example,

[VASP_INCAR_MODE_EXPLICIT]START
SYSTEM=Ga_hGe_h.11
PSTRESS=000 # for hand modification
#NBANDS=XX # for hand modification
#IALGO=48 # for hand modification
[VASP_INCAR_MODE_EXPLICIT]STOP
[AFLOW] ***************************
[VASP_KPOINTS_MODE_IMPLICIT]
[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]KSCHEME=M
[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]KPPRA=6000
[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]STATIC_KSCHEME=M
[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]STATIC_KPPRA=10000
[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]BANDS_LATTICE=AUTO
[VASP_KPOINTS_FILE]BANDS_GRID=20

where [VASP_INCAR_MODE_EXPLICIT] allows direct injection of
content into the INCAR, and [VASP_KPOINTS_MODE_IMPLICIT]
defines a namespace of keys that control the creation of the
KPOINTS files. These settings are generally overridden by
[VASP_FORCE_OPTION] settings, unless [VASP_FORCE_OPTION]
NOTUNE is provided (and uncommented).
Error-handling. aflow++ offers automatic VASP error detection and
correction, with various treatment routes accessible depending on the
errors and the order in which they are encountered. aflow++ is
fficient in its application of the corrections, only applying the ones
hat have not been tried before or would conflict with previous ones.
reatments include modifications of the diagonalization algorithm, pre-
ision, k-points grid and scheme, and rescaling of the atomic distances
uring relaxations. Errors are detected in the vasp.out file (VASP’s
standard output) and corrections are documented in the LOCK file.
The treatments and order in which they are applied have been heavily
tested and optimized to minimize the need of human intervention. In
the event that aflow++ over-corrects, the following command can be
added to the aflow.in:

[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]IGNORE_AFIX=ERROR:DENTET,FIX:ALGO
↪ =FAST
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which will ignore VASP’s DENTET error and not apply any treatment
which includes changing the algorithm to the FAST preset [56]. The
full list of errors detected and treatments available can be found under
the IGNORE_AFIX section of the aflow++ README:

aflow --readme=aflow

4. Structural analysis

4.1. aflow++ standard cell representations

Determination of a standard cell representation is essential to an
autonomous workflow, and is usually the first step. aflow++ employs
the standard primitive and standard conventional cells as defined in
Ref. [48].
Standard primitive cell. The aflow++ standard primitive represen-
tations for all Bravais lattices have been constructed to have corre-
sponding Minkowski-reduced lattices in the reciprocal space, ensuring
both speed and convergence of electronic structure calculations us-
ing plane-wave bases [65,66]. For example, the standard primitive
representations for fcc copper and 𝛽-tin are

POSCAR of SPRIM Cu/A_cF4_225_a
1.0
0.000000 1.815202 1.815202
1.815202 0.000000 1.815202
1.815202 1.815202 0.000000

1
Direct(1) [A1]
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 Cu

POSCAR of SPRIM Sn/A_tI4_141_a
1.0
-2.933827 2.933827 1.600696
2.933827 -2.933827 1.600696
2.933827 2.933827 -1.600696

2
Direct(2) [A2]
0.125000 0.875000 0.750000 Sn
0.875000 0.125000 0.250000 Sn

Such a lattice is guaranteed to be composed of the three smallest
inearly-independent vectors — and is thus maximally compact —
nd have a bounded orthogonality defect, where an orthogonal basis
as a defect of zero. The orthogonality defect is associated with the
oss of completeness of a truncated plane-wave basis, needing more
lane-wave terms (and computational resources) to reach the required
ccuracy. Note that in the search for the most primitive lattice, vectors
efined by the atomic basis are considered, so the shape of the lattice
ay change in such a way that the symmetry of the crystal is still
reserved [31]. A structure can be converted to the aflow++ standard

primitive representation with the following command:

aflow --sprim < GEOM_FILE

Standard conventional cell. The aflow++ standard conventional
representations for all Bravais lattices have been constructed to high-
light symmetry properties of the lattices (e.g., defining lattice vectors
along high-symmetry directions). For example, the standard conven-
tional representations for fcc copper and 𝛽-tin are
5

POSCAR of SCONV Cu/A_cF4_225_a
1.0
3.630405 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 3.630405 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 3.630405

4
Direct(4) [A4]
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 Cu
0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 Cu
0.500000 0.000000 0.500000 Cu
0.000000 0.500000 0.500000 Cu

POSCAR of SCONV Sn/A_tI4_141_a
1.0
5.867655 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 5.867655 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 3.201393

4
Direct(4) [A4]
0.750000 0.000000 0.125000 Sn
0.250000 0.500000 0.625000 Sn
0.250000 0.000000 0.875000 Sn
0.750000 0.500000 0.375000 Sn

The standard conventional representations expose the 4-fold symmetry
axes of the structures, while the standard primitive representations
minimize the number of atoms.

A structure can be converted to the aflow++ conventional primi-
ive representation with the following command:

aflow --sconv < GEOM_FILE

Many aflow++ standard conventional representations match with
those defined in the International Tables for Crystallography (ITC) [67],
with others making use of different, equally-valid choices; such is
the case for the monoclinic system. Since the Wyckoff positions are
standardized with respect to the ITC conventional cells, aflow++ is
lso able to generate structures in the ITC representation with the
ollowing command:

aflow --itc < GEOM_FILE

where the --itc flag can be appended with other output formats, e.g.,

aflow --itc --qe < GEOM_FILE

to convert the structure to the Quantum ESPRESSO geometry format.
By default, aflow++ will convert structures to the aflow++

standard primitive representation before running an ab-initio calcula-
tion. This setting is controlled with the following line in the aflow.in:

[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]CONVERT_UNIT_CELL=SPRIM

which also takes SCONV (aflow++ conventional representation),
NIGGLI (Niggli standard form [68,69], which is unique and thus
used to determine the lattice type), MINK (Minkowski-reduced lattice),
INCELL (moving atoms inside the inequivalent unit cell), COMPACT
(moving atoms to reduce distance between them and expose bonds),
WS (Wigner–Seitz cell), CART/FRAC (Cartesian/direct coordinates),
PRES (no modification of input structure). The aflow++ standard
conventional representation has been useful for phonon calculations
(via finite-displacement), achieving more spherical supercells that in-
clude more full coordination shells while keeping cell sizes as small as
possible (see Section 7.2) [34].

The various reduction algorithms can yield different primitive cells.
Here are some examples based on 𝛼-boron structure prototype (A_hR12_
166_2h) [15–17]:

aflow --proto=A_hR12_166_2h-001:B | aflow --vasp

https://aflow.org/prototype-encyclopedia/A_hR12_166_2h.html
https://aflow.org/prototype-encyclopedia/A_hR12_166_2h.html
https://aflow.org/prototype-encyclopedia/A_hR12_166_2h.html
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POSCAR of SPRIM B/A_hR12_166_2h-001
1.0
1.266100 -0.730983 2.161001
0.000000 1.461966 2.161001

-1.266100 -0.730983 2.161001
12
Direct(12) [A12]
0.010400 0.010400 0.657290 B
0.657290 0.010400 0.010400 B
0.010400 0.657290 0.010400 B

-0.657290 -0.010400 -0.010400 B
-0.010400 -0.010400 -0.657290 B
-0.010400 -0.657290 -0.010400 B
0.220600 0.220600 0.632300 B
0.632300 0.220600 0.220600 B
0.220600 0.632300 0.220600 B

-0.632300 -0.220600 -0.220600 B
-0.220600 -0.220600 -0.632300 B
-0.220600 -0.632300 -0.220600 B

aflow --proto=A_hR12_166_2h-001:B | aflow --niggli |
↪ aflow --vasp

POSCAR of NIGGLI B/A_hR12_166_2h-001
1.0
1.266100 2.192949 0.000000

-1.266100 2.192949 0.000000
0.000000 1.461966 2.161001

12
Direct(12) [A12]
0.342710 0.989600 0.678090 B
0.989600 0.342710 0.678090 B
0.989600 0.989600 0.678090 B
0.010400 0.657290 0.321910 B
0.657290 0.010400 0.321910 B
0.010400 0.010400 0.321910 B
0.367700 0.779400 0.073500 B
0.779400 0.367700 0.073500 B
0.779400 0.779400 0.073500 B
0.220600 0.632300 0.926500 B
0.632300 0.220600 0.926500 B
0.220600 0.220600 0.926500 B

aflow --proto=A_hR12_166_2h-001:B | aflow --mink |
↪ aflow --vasp

POSCAR of MINK B/A_hR12_166_2h-001
1.0
-1.266100 -0.730983 2.161001
2.532199 0.000000 0.000000
1.266100 2.192949 0.000000

12
Direct(12) [A12]
0.678090 0.010400 0.010400 B
0.678090 0.657290 0.010400 B
0.678090 0.010400 0.657290 B

-0.678090 -0.657290 -0.010400 B
-0.678090 -0.010400 -0.010400 B
-0.678090 -0.010400 -0.657290 B
1.073500 0.220600 0.220600 B
1.073500 0.632300 0.220600 B
1.073500 0.220600 0.632300 B

-1.073500 -0.632300 -0.220600 B
-1.073500 -0.220600 -0.220600 B
-1.073500 -0.220600 -0.632300 B
6
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4.2. aflow -SYM: The crystal symmetry module

Identifying crystallographic symmetries. To identify the isometries
of a crystal structure, candidate symmetries are applied to the atomic
positions in the unit cell ({𝐱}). A structure exhibits that symmetry if all
transformed atomic positions

(

{𝐱transformed}
)

map one-to-one with the
original positions

(

{𝐱original}
)

. In general, the transformed and original
atomic positions will: i. match exactly (ideal mapping), ii. significantly
differ (no mapping), or iii. slightly differ (possible mapping) (depicted
in Fig. 1(a)). To determine whether the transformed and original atoms
map, a threshold, 𝜖sym, is employed:

‖𝐱orig − 𝐱transformed‖ ≤ 𝜖sym,∀𝐱 ∈ {𝐱}.

For crystals, atom mappings in periodic systems are considered via
the method of images [70]. However, determination of the minimum
distance — required to identify the correct one-to-one mappings — is
often computationally expensive in Cartesian (Euclidean) space. Algo-
rithms to minimize distances in fractional (direct, non-Euclidean) space
are generally faster; however, incorrect minimum distances (mappings)
are possible since the metric tensor in this space is not uniform. The
problem is exacerbated in systems with skewed lattices; e.g., a triclinic
lattice (𝛼 ≠ 𝛽 ≠ 𝛾 ≠ 90◦) in Cartesian coordinates will be converted to
a unit cube in fractional coordinates, warping the space (as shown
in Fig. 1(b)). To determine the impact of the warping, the aflow-
SYM module compares the lattice skewness and minimum interatomic
distance in Cartesian space 𝑑nn,min

c to the symmetry tolerance:

𝜖max ≡ [1 − max (cos𝛼, cos𝛽, cos𝛾)] 𝑑nn,min
c .

f 𝜖sym is below 𝜖max, the minimum distance algorithm in fractional
pace (faster) should yield the correct mappings. Above this value,
he warping may yield incorrect mappings and the slower, but more
eliable minimization in Cartesian space is required. This heuristic
as validated for the more than 3.5 million entries in the aflow.org

repositories at the time of writing.
Symmetry tolerance. To alleviate the burden of identifying suit-
able symmetry tolerances, aflow++ offers two preset values: 𝜖tightsym =
𝑑nn,min
c ∕100 (default) and 𝜖loosesym = 𝑑nn,min

c ∕10. These presets can be used
n any of the symmetry commands by appending =tight or =loose,
espectively (see the aflow-SYM README for examples). Since the
olerance thresholds are based on the minimum interatomic distance
n the crystal, they are system-specific and generally more consistent
ith experimental space group determinations (see the Validation
ith experiments subsection). Alternatively, users can input their own
umerical tolerance values, as long as they are below the minimum
nteratomic distance in the crystal.

Additionally, to ensure consistent symmetry descriptors for a wide
ange of tolerance values, aflow-SYM employs an adaptive toler-
nce scan (Fig. 1(c)). Namely, aflow-SYM checks that descriptors
re commensurate with group theory and crystallographic conventions
see Ref. [31] for details). If the checks fail at a particular tolerance
alue

(

𝜖0
)

, aflow-SYM will perform a radial tolerance scan (i.e., in
increments around the initial value) and recalculate the symmetries

t new values
(

𝜖new
)

. The process continues until consistent symmetry
s found at a new tolerance value. This procedure reduces errors be-
ween symmetry descriptions and mitigates the need for users to tune
olerances to obtain accurate results.
ymmetry calculator. aflow-SYM identifies the entire symmetry pro-
ile of a crystal in any arbitrary unit cell representation. These routines
etermine all crystallographic symmetry groups afforded by group
heory in both real and reciprocal spaces. In particular, the following
roups are calculated: point groups (real lattice, reciprocal lattice,
atterson, and atom-centered), factor group representatives (unit cell),
nd space groups. The different symmetry groups and their aflow++

liases (in parentheses) include:
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Fig. 1. Overview of aflow-SYM functionality and example of high-accuracy results. (a) A schematic highlighting how a symmetry element is tested on an arrangement of atoms.
Outcomes of mapping the original atomic positions (solid circles) to their transformed counterparts (hollow circles) are grouped into the following categories: atom positions exactly
map (left), atoms positions map within a tolerance 𝜖 (middle), or some/all of the atomic positions are not mapped (right). (b) Examples showing how distances and tolerances
change between Cartesian and fractional coordinates. aflow-SYM considers lattice skewness in its mapping procedure to ensure it is correct regardless of the coordinate system.
(c) An illustration of the different space groups found during a tolerance scan. (d) Results from a benchmark study, highlighting the accuracy of space groups calculated with
different software packages compared to experiment (information provided by the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database). aflow-SYM has the fewest mismatches with experiment
(best accuracy) across all 14 Bravais lattice types.
• Lattice point group (pgroup): Describes the point group sym-
metry (rotations, inversion, and roto-inversions) of the lattice
points.

• Reciprocal lattice point group (pgroupk): Describes the point
group symmetry (rotations, inversion, and roto-inversions) of
the reciprocal lattice (i.e., Brillouin zone).

• Crystallographic point group (pgroup_xtal): Describes the
point group symmetry of the lattice faces [67,71].

• Dual of the crystallographic point group (pgroupk_xtal):
Describes the point group symmetry of the dual of the crystal-
lographic point group (i.e., irreducible Brillouin zone).

• Patterson point group (pgroupk_Patterson): Describes the
Patterson point group symmetry in reciprocal space, i.e., sym-
metry of the inter-atomic vectors.

• Factor group representative (fgroup): Describes the rotations,
inversion, roto-inversions, screws, and glides of the unit cell.
Note, the factor group representative itself is not a group: the
closure axiom is violated since the lattice translations are not
present in the group [72].

• Space group (sgroup): Describes the rotations, inversion, roto-
inversion, screws, and glides of the entire periodic crystal. Since
the space group represents the symmetry of an infinite object,
a finite number of space group operations are calculated in
aflow-SYM (see Ref. [31] for details).

• Atom-site point group (agroup): Describes the point group
symmetry centered on each atom in the unit cell. To make the
calculation more efficient, aflow-SYM only calculates the atom
point group operations for symmetrically-inequivalent atoms
and transforms them for the other atoms. The symmetrically-
equivalent atoms are grouped into an iatoms object (analogous
to Wyckoff positions).
7

Note that the Patterson point group is a new addition featured after
the original publication of Ref. [31]. All the aforementioned symme-
try groups are guaranteed to be commensurate with crystallographic
conventions due to a variety of consistency checks implemented into
the routines. Any discrepancies initiate the adaptive tolerance scheme
to change the symmetry tolerance

(

𝜖sym
)

and recalculate all symmetry
groups until consistency is achieved.
Symmetry representations. All crystallographic symmetry representa-
tions are categorized as either a i. translation, ii. fixed-point (rotations,
inversion, and roto-inversions), or iii. fixed-point free (screws and
glides) operations. For each of these symmetry elements, aflow-SYM
provides multiple representations to cater to different applications.
Translations are represented as 3 × 1 vectors, fixed-point operations
are represented as 3 × 3 matrices, and fixed-point free elements are a
combination of the two. All of these symmetry elements are returned
in both Cartesian and fractional (direct) coordinate systems.

aflow-SYM provides additional representations for pure rotations,
comprising the 𝑆𝑂(3) Lie group [73], including the axis–angle represen-
tation, matrix generator (𝑠𝑜(3), Lie algebra), quaternion (4 × 4 matrix
and 4 × 1 matrix), 𝑆𝑈 (2) Lie group (2 × 2 complex matrix), and 𝑠𝑢(2)
Lie algebra (2 × 2 complex matrix).
Consistency with the ITC. In addition to determining the symmetry of
any arbitrary unit cell, aflow-SYM determines the space group sym-
metry and Wyckoff positions, commensurate with the ITC [67]. From
this analysis, aflow-SYM determines the space group number, Inter-
national (Hermann-Mauguin) designation, Schoenflies designation, and
Hall symbol. Furthermore, aflow-SYM identifies the symmetrically-
equivalent atomic positions — or Wyckoff positions — and returns the
corresponding Wyckoff letter designation, multiplicity, site symmetry,
and representative Wyckoff coordinate. Space groups can also be con-
verted into special space group settings or unit cell choices for mono-
clinic, rhombohedral, and centrosymmetric space groups. Namely, con-
ventional cells and Wyckoff positions can be represented via i. unique
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axis 𝑏 or 𝑐 for monoclinic space groups, ii. rhombohedral or hexag-
onal unit cells, or iii. origins centered on inversion sites or other
high-symmetry sites for centrosymmetric space groups. Lastly, since
the choice of Wyckoff positions can differ with lattice and/or origin
choices, aflow-SYM prefers the Wyckoff sequence with the smallest
enumerated Wyckoff lettering.
Crystal-spin symmetry. The magnetic moment (spin) associated with
ach atom in a crystal can impact the properties of a crystal. Thus,
flow-SYM calculates the crystal-spin symmetry by incorporating the
agnetic moment into the symmetry analysis, acting as a degree of

reedom that can break (lower) symmetry. This is analogous to how
ecorating a lattice with different atomic species lowers the symmetry.
hus, in general, the crystal-spin symmetry forms a subgroup with re-
pect to the crystal symmetry. The analysis distinguishes the symmetry
etween varying spin configurations (i.e., ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic,
nd antiferromagnetic). This type of symmetry analysis is relevant to
b-initio codes — such as VASP — that break orbital symmetry based
n spin considerations. The aflow-SYM crystal-spin symmetry routines
re designed for both collinear and non-collinear systems.
alidation with experiments. Other software solutions to calculate

ymmetry are available, including FINDSYM [74], PLATON [75], and
pglib [76], each catering to different symmetry objectives. Compared
o space groups determined by experimental methods, aflow-SYM is

the most consistent (Fig. 1(d)). aflow-SYM’s high-fidelity results are
attributed to its i. robust mapping scheme for skewed lattices, ii. default
tolerance values, and iii. adaptive tolerance scheme with integrated
onsistency checks.
pplications. The symmetry routines discussed herein are used

hroughout the aflow++ codebase to categorize crystallographic struc-
ures and reduce the cost of simulations. For example, the point
roup symmetries are used to determine the high-symmetry k-paths
or electronic and phonon band structure calculations. Furthermore, in
honon simulations, the factor group (fgroup) and atom-site point

group (agroup) are used to identify the symmetrically-inequivalent
atoms and distortion directions, respectively, to reduce the simulation
cost.

To enable adoption into user workflows, aflow-SYM features a
Python module to call the major symmetry functions in a Python
environment. Furthermore, symmetry results can be printed in either
human-readable text or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) for easy
manipulation and extension to other environments.
Command-line options. There are three main functions that provide
all symmetry information for a given input structure. These functions
allow an optional tolerance value (tol) to be specified, accepting a
number (double) or the strings tight and loose corresponding to
𝜖tight and 𝜖loose, respectively. To perform the symmetry analysis of a
crystal, the functions are called with the following commands:

aflow --aflowSYM < GEOM_FILE

calculates and returns the symmetry operations for the lattice point
group, reciprocal lattice point group, factor group representatives,
crystal point group, dual of the crystal point group, Patterson sym-
metry, site symmetry, and space group. It also returns the unique
and equivalent sets of atoms. The tolerance can be appended to the
aflowSYM option: --aflowSYM=tol. The isometries of the different
ymmetry groups are saved to their own files: aflow.group.out or
flow.group.json. The group labels are as follows: pgroup (lat-

tice point group), pgroupk (reciprocal lattice point group), fgroup
(factor group representatives), pgroup_xtal (crystal point group),
pgroupk_xtal, (dual of the crystal point group), pgroupk_
Patterson (Patterson point group), agroup (site symmetry), and
sgroup (space group).

aflow --edata < GEOM_FILE
8

calculates and returns the extended crystallographic symmetry data
(crystal, lattice, reciprocal lattice, and superlattice symmetry), while
incorporating the full set of checks for robust symmetry determination.
The tolerance can be appended to the edata option: --edata=tol.

aflow --sgdata < GEOM_FILE

calculates and returns the space group symmetry of the crystal, while
only validating the symmetry descriptions matching with the ITC
conventions. The tolerance can be appended to the sgdata option:
--sgdata=tol. The --print option specifies the output format
— accepting txt (default) or json — and can be appended to the
aflowSYM, edata, and sgdata commands: e.g., --print=json.

4.3. aflow -XtalFinder: The crystal prototypes module

Autonomous prototype finder. To identify the prototype of a given
crystallographic compound, aflow-XtalFinder computes the struc-
ture’s Pearson symbol, space group, and Wyckoff positions via aflow-
YM routines [31] (Fig. 2(a)). With the underlying aflow-SYM adap-
ive tolerance mechanism, prototype designations are guaranteed to be
onsistent, automatically changing the symmetry tolerance otherwise.
he default tolerance for the symmetry analysis is 𝜖sym = 𝑑min

nn ∕100,
here 𝑑min

nn is the minimum interatomic distance within the crystal.
ased on benchmarks performed in Ref. [31], this value is consistent
ith experimentally-resolved space group symmetries.
aflow-XtalFinder casts these structures into their ideal prototype

abel and degrees of freedom based on the aflow++ Prototype En-
yclopedia representation [15–17]. To determine the prototype label,
flow-XtalFinder calculates the reduced stoichiometry, lattice, and
yckoff positions (via aflow-SYM routines) [31]. Once the symmetry

s calculated, aflow-XtalFinder identifies which lattice (i.e., 𝑎, 𝑏∕𝑎,
∕𝑎, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾) and Wyckoff parameters (i.e., 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 for all
yckoff positions) are not fixed by symmetry and returns their values

or the particular geometry. For example, the wurtzite structure has the
rototype label AB_hP4_186_b_b and its corresponding degrees of
reedom (𝑎, 𝑐∕𝑎, 𝑧1 and 𝑧2) are 3.82, 1.63, 0.3748, and 0, respectively.

This particular representation of a prototype is advantageous be-
ause: i. it is consistent with the ITC (the de facto standard) [67],
i. it allows users to tune the degrees of freedom while preserving the
nderlying symmetry, and iii. geometry files for any arbitrary struc-
ure in this designation can be generated using aflow++’s symbolic
rototype generator. Furthermore, this representation has been fruitful
n performing symmetry-constrained relaxations [77].
egrees of similarity. aflow-XtalFinder performs symmetry, local
tomic geometry, and complete geometric comparisons to analyze
tructural similarity to varying degrees (Fig. 2(b)). Symmetry compar-
sons are performed to identify structures that are isopointal (same
ymmetry). This is done by calculating the space group symmetries and
yckoff positions of the relevant structures with aflow-SYM [31].

tructures are considered isopointal if i. their space groups are the
ame or form an enantiomorphic pair (mirror image) and ii. their
yckoff sequences are similar (related via an automorphism of the

pace group) [67,78,79]. aflow-XtalFinder tests Wyckoff similarity by
omparing the Wyckoff multiplicities and permuting the site symmetry
esignation.
soconfigurational snapshots: comparing local geometries. Beyond
sopointal analyses, structures are further compared by inspecting ar-
angements of atoms, i.e., local atomic geometries. Routines to quickly
dentify local geometries are employed here to analyze structures
eyond symmetry considerations (i.e., isoconfigurational versus iso-
ointal [80]).

Rather than determine the complete local atomic geometry for each
tom, XtalFinder builds a reduced representation: neighborhoods com-
rised of only the least frequently occurring atom (LFA) types. The local

LFA geometry analysis provides the connectivity for a subset of atoms
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Fig. 2. Ideal prototyper and structure comparison tools in aflow-XtalFinder. (a) The ideal prototyper determines a structure’s prototype label and degrees of freedom based on
the aflow-SYM symmetry analyses, employing a tolerance scan scheme if incommensurate descriptions are found. (b) Structures are compared to varying degrees of similarity via
symmetry, local geometry, and geometric structure mapping. (c) aflow-XtalFinder enables different structure comparison modes: material-type (map like atoms), structure-type
(map any atom types of equal stoichiometry), decoration-type (generate and compare different atom colorings on a structure), and magnetic-type (map alike atoms and magnetic
moments). (d) Input structures can be automatically compared to user datasets, the aflow++ Prototype Encyclopedia, or the aflow.org repositories.
(i.e., LFA type) to discern if patterns are present in both structures,
regardless of cell choice and crystal orientation. This description is pre-
ferred over the full local geometry because it is i. computationally less
expensive to calculate and ii. generally less sensitive to coordination
cutoff tolerances. The latter is attributed to the fact that LFA geometries
are more sparse.

A local LFA atomic geometry (𝐴𝐺) is a set of vectors connecting a
central atom (𝑐) to its closest neighbors:

𝐴𝐺𝑐 ≡ {𝐝min
𝑖𝑐 } ∀𝑖 | atom𝑖 ∈ {LFAs},

where 𝐝min
𝑖𝑐 is the minimum distance vector to the 𝑖-atom — restricted

to LFA types only — and is calculated via the method of images for
periodic systems [70]:

𝑑min
𝑖𝑐 = min

𝑖

[

min
𝑛𝑎 ,𝑛𝑏 ,𝑛𝑐

‖(𝐱𝑖 − 𝐱𝑐 + 𝑛𝑎𝐚 + 𝑛𝑏𝐛 + 𝑛𝑐𝐜)‖
]

.

Here, 𝑛𝑎, 𝑛𝑏, and 𝑛𝑐 are the lattice dimensions along the lattice vectors
𝐚, 𝐛, and 𝐜; and 𝐱𝑖 and 𝐱𝑐 are the Cartesian coordinates of the 𝑖 and 𝑐
(center) atoms, respectively. A coordination shell with a thickness of
𝑑min
𝑖𝑐 ∕10 captures other atoms of the same type to control numerical

noise in the atomic coordinates (a similar tolerance metric is defined
in aflow-SYM, i.e., loose preset tolerance value [31]). This cutoff
value yields expected coordination numbers for well-known systems
and is comparable to results provided by other atomic environment
calculators [36,81]. If there is only one LFA type — e.g., Si in 𝛼-
cristobalite (SiO2, A2B_tP12_92_b_a) [15–17] — then the distance to
the closest neighbor of that LFA type is calculated. If there are multiple
LFA types — e.g., four for the quaternary Heusler — then the minimum
distances to each LFA type are computed. The local atomic geometry
is calculated for each atom of the LFA types in the unit cell, resulting
in a list of atomic geometries

(

{𝐴𝐺𝑐}
)

. Therefore, 𝛼-cristobalite has a
set of four Si LFA geometries (one for each Si in the unit cell: {𝐴𝐺Si,1,
𝐴𝐺Si,2, 𝐴𝐺Si,3, 𝐴𝐺Si,4}) and the quaternary Heusler has a set of four
LFA geometries (one for each element type: {𝐴𝐺Au, 𝐴𝐺Li, 𝐴𝐺Mg, 𝐴𝐺Sn},
respectively).

To investigate structural compatibility, local atomic geometry lists
for compounds are compared. In general, the local geometry compar-
isons err on the side of caution. For instance, comparing the cardinality
of the coordination is often too strict. Despite a sparser geometry space,
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slight deviations in position can move atoms outside the coordination
shell threshold, changing the atom cardinality and overlooking poten-
tial matches. Local atomic geometries are thus compatible if i. the
central atoms are of comparable types (i.e., same element and/or sto-
ichiometric ratio in the crystal), ii. the neighborhoods of surrounding
atoms have distances that match within 20% after normalizing with
respect to max(𝐴𝐺𝑐 ) (i.e., the largest distance in the local geometry
cluster), and iii. the angles formed by two atoms and the center atom
match within 10 degrees. To further alleviate the coordination problem,
an exact geometry match is not required, i.e., some distances and angles
need not match exactly at this stage. This more lenient method favors
labeling structures as near-isoconfigurational to mitigate false negatives
in subsequent geometric comparisons.
Isoconfigurational structures: comparing full geometry. To resolve
a commensurate representation between two structures for geometric
comparison, one structure — the reference Xref — remains fixed and
the other structure — the potential duplicate Xtest — is expanded
into a supercell. Lattice vectors are identified within the supercell and
compared against the reference structure. For any similar lattices to
Xref , Xtest is transformed into the new lattice representation

(

X̃test

)

.
Origin shifts for this cell are then explored in an attempt to match
atoms. If one-to-one atom mappings exist between the two structures,
then the similarity is quantified with the crystal misfit method (see sub-
section below) [82]. Misfit values below a given threshold indicate that
structures match and the search terminates. Alternatively, misfit values
larger than the threshold are disregarded and the search continues until
all lattices and origin shifts are exhausted.
Quantitative similarity measure. To compare two crystals in a given
representation, a method proposed by Burzlaff and Malinovsky is em-
ployed [82]. The similarity between structures is quantified by a misfit
value [82]:

𝜖 ≡ 1.0 −
(

1.0 − 𝜖latt
) (

1.0 − 𝜖coord
) (

1.0 − 𝜖fail
)

,

which incorporates differences between lattice vectors
(

𝜖latt
)

and
atomic positions

(

𝜖coord and 𝜖fail
)

and are defined below. The misfit
quantity is bound between zero and one, where zero indicates a perfect
match. Special misfit ranges defined by Burzlaff and Malinovsky are
adopted [82]: match

(

0 < 𝜖 ≤ 𝜖
)

, same family
(

𝜖 < 𝜖 ≤ 𝜖
)

,
match match family

http://www.aflow.org/prototype-encyclopedia/A2B_tP12_92_b_a
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and no match
(

𝜖family < 𝜖 ≤ 1
)

. The ‘‘same family’’ designation generally
orresponds to crystals with common symmetry subgroups. Burzlaff
nd Malinovsky recommend 𝜖match = 0.1 and 𝜖family = 0.2 based on

definitions from Pearson [83] and Parthé [84]. In the XtalFinder article,
heuristic misfit thresholds are identified based on the allowed maxi-
mum enthalpy differences between similar structures (see Ref. [14] for
details).

The deviation of the lattices
(

𝜖latt
)

captures the difference between
the lattice face diagonals of X̃test and Xref [82]:

𝜖latt ≡ 1 − (1 −𝐷12)(1 −𝐷23)(1 −𝐷31),

𝐷𝑘𝑙 ≡
‖𝐝test𝑘𝑙 − 𝐝ref𝑘𝑙 ‖ + ‖�̃� test𝑘𝑙 − 𝐟 ref𝑘𝑙 ‖

‖𝐝ref𝑘𝑙 − 𝐟 ref𝑘𝑙 ‖
,

here 𝐟𝑘𝑙 and 𝐝𝑘𝑙 (the diagonals on the 𝑘𝑙 lattice face) are calculated
by adding and subtracting, respectively, the 𝑘 and 𝑙 lattice vectors. In
the lattice search algorithm, 𝛥𝑙, 𝛥𝜃, and 𝛥𝑉 tolerances are coupled to
𝜖latt , and are tuned to ensure 𝜖latt ≤ 𝜖family.

The coordinate deviation — measuring the disparity between atomic
positions in the two structures — is based on the mapped atom
distances

(

𝑑map
𝑖 or 𝑑map

𝑗

)

and the atoms’ nearest neighbor distances in
the respective structures

(

𝑑nn
)

[82]:

𝜖coord ≡

∑�̃� test

𝑖
(

1 − 𝑛test𝑖
)

𝑑map
𝑖 +

∑𝑁 ref

𝑗

(

1 − 𝑛ref𝑗
)

𝑑map
𝑗

∑�̃� test

𝑖
(

1 − 𝑛test𝑖
)

𝑑testnn,𝑖 +
∑𝑁 ref

𝑗

(

1 − 𝑛ref𝑗
)

𝑑refnn,𝑗

.

�̃� test and 𝑁 ref are the number of atoms in the two crystals. If 𝑑map <
𝑑nn∕2, then a ‘‘switch’’ variable 𝑛 is set to zero and the mapped atom
distance is included in 𝜖coord. Otherwise, 𝑛 is set to one, signifying that
the mapped atoms are far apart and not considered in 𝜖coord. These
atoms are counted in the figure of failure [82]:

𝜖fail ≡
∑�̃� test

𝑖 𝑛test𝑖 +
∑𝑁 ref

𝑗 𝑛ref𝑗
�̃� test +𝑁 ref

.

uper-type comparisons. aflow-XtalFinder offers four modes of com-
paring crystallographic structures by changing the mapping criteria.
These modes are material-type, structure-type, decoration-type, and
magnetic-type comparisons (Fig. 2(c)). Material-type comparisons map
atoms with matching elements (e.g., Cl→Cl and Na→Na in sodium
chloride), revealing duplicate compounds. Structure-type comparisons
relax this criteria and attempt to map atoms of any element type as long
as they have the same stoichiometric ratio (e.g., Cl→Cl, Cl→Na, or vice
versa in sodium chloride). This comparison-type identifies compounds
that share the same prototype structure; e.g., periclase (MgO) and
sodium chloride (ClNa) are both rocksalt structures. Decoration-type
comparisons identify the atom types (or colorings) of a single structure
that leave the compound invariant (e.g., swapping Cl and Na in sodium
chloride leaves the crystal unchanged). In this analysis, all possible
decorations of an 𝑛-species structure (𝑛!) are created and compared
if sites have similar Wyckoff positions. Since this analysis determines
the unique atom colorings, prototypes can be decorated such that
degenerate compounds are omitted. Lastly, magnetic-type comparisons
incorporate the magnetic moment of each atom into the analysis, deter-
mining distinct spin configurations (e.g., ↑→↑ and ↓→↓). Comparison
of systems with collinear and non-collinear magnetic moments are
supported.
Automatic grouping. Automatically comparing structures is neces-
sary for high-throughput classification of unique/duplicate compounds
and structure-types. In XtalFinder, compounds are first grouped into
isopointal sets by analyzing and comparing the symmetries of the struc-
tures, aggregating them by stoichiometry, space groups, and Wyckoff
sets (calculated via aflow-SYM [31]). Next, compounds are further
partitioned into near-isoconfigurational sets by determining and com-
paring the local LFA geometries in each structure. Within each near-
10

isoconfigurational group, one representative structure — generally the
first in the set — is compared to the other structures via geometric com-
parisons and the misfit values are stored. Once the comparisons finish,
any unmatched structures (i.e., misfit values greater than 𝜖match) are
reorganized into new comparison sets. The process is recursive, repeat-
ing until all structures have been assembled into matching groups or all
comparison pairs have been exhausted. The three comparison analyses
are performed in this order for two reasons: i. to categorize structural
similarity to varying degrees (isopointal, near-isoconfigurational, and
isoconfigurational) and ii. to efficiently group compounds to reduce the
computational cost of the geometric structure comparison. This proce-
dure is the same for material-, structure-, decoration-, and magnetic-
type comparisons; however, different atom mapping restrictions are
applied depending on the comparison mode.

To enhance calculation speed, multithreading capabilities can be
employed. The three computationally intensive procedures — calculat-
ing the symmetry, constructing the local LFA geometry, and perform-
ing geometric comparisons — are partitioned onto allocated threads,
offering significant speed increases for large collections of structures.
Comparison against established repositories. There are three built-
in functions to compare multiple structures automatically (Fig. 2(d)):
i. compare structures provided by a user, ii. compare an input structure
to prototypes in aflow++ [15–17], and iii. compare an input structure
to entries in the aflow.org repositories.
Compare user datasets. Users can load crystal geometries and com-
pare them automatically with XtalFinder. Options to perform both
material-type and structure-type comparisons are available to iden-
tify unique compounds and prototypes, respectively. For structure-
type comparisons, the unique atom decorations for each representative
structure are determined. Once the analysis is complete, XtalFinder
groups compatible structures together and returns the corresponding
misfit values.
Compare to aflow++ prototypes libraries. Given an input struc-
ture, this routine returns similar aflow++ prototypes along with their
misfit values. aflow++ contains structural prototypes that can be
rapidly decorated for high-throughput materials discovery: 1100 in
the Prototype Encyclopedia [15–17] and 1492 in the HTQC [50]. In
this method, aflow++ prototypes are extracted — based on similar
stoichiometry, space group, and Wyckoff positions to the input — and
compared to the user’s structure. Since only matches to the input are
relevant, the procedure terminates before regrouping any unmatched
prototypes. The attributes of matched prototypes are also returned, in-
cluding the prototype label, mineral name, Strukturbericht designation,
and links to the corresponding Prototype Encyclopedia webpage. The
scheme identifies common structure-types with the aflow++ proto-
type libraries or — if no matches are found — reveals new prototypes.
Absent prototypes can be characterized automatically in the aflow++
standard designation with XtalFinder’s prototyping tool.
Compare to aflow.org repositories. Compounds are compared to
entries in the aflow.org repositories using the aflow++ REST- and
AFLUX Search-APIs [58,85]. An AFLUX query (i.e., matchbook and
directives) is generated internally and returns database compounds
similar to the input structure based on species, stoichiometry, space
group, and Wyckoff positions. With the AURL from the AFLUX re-
sponse, structures for the entry are retrieved via the REST-API. The
most relaxed structure is extracted by default; however, options are
available to obtain structures at different ab-initio relaxation steps. The
set of entries from the database is then compared to the input struc-
ture. Similar to the aflow++ prototype comparisons, candidate entries
are only compared against the input structure, i.e., the procedure
terminates without regrouping unmatched entries.

With the underlying AFLUX functionality, material properties can
also be extracted, highlighting the structure–property relationship
amongst similar materials. For instance, the enthalpy per atom

(

𝐻atom
)

for matching database entries are printed by including the enthalpy

_atom API keyword in the query. Any number or combination of
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properties can be queried; available API keywords are located in
Ref. [1].

This routine reveals equivalent aflow.org compounds if similar
aterials exist in the database. As such, it can estimate structural
roperties a priori; before performing any calculations. The estimation
s based on the following assumptions: i. the matching aflow++
aterial resides at a local minimum in the energy landscape and ii. the

nput structure relaxes to the same geometry as the matching aflow++
ompound, given comparable calculation parameters. The functionality
an explore properties that are not calculated for a given entry, but
re calculated for an equivalent entry. For example, compounds in
flow++’s prototype catalogs (LIB1, LIB2, LIB3, etc.) do not usually
ave band structure data; however, corresponding ICSD entries can
e found which do provide band structure information. Finally, the
ethod can identify compounds that are absent from the database and
rioritize them for future calculation, enhancing the diversity of the
flow.org repositories.
ew features. Since the publication of Ref. [14], additional func-

ionality has been added to the XtalFinder module. The transforma-
ions for mapped structures can be returned to users by append-
ng the --print_mapping option to a comparison command (e.g.,
-compare_materials or --compare_structures). The trans-

ormation information includes i. the basis transformation (3 × 3
atrix), ii. the rotation of the coordinate system (3 × 3 matrix), iii. the

rigin shift (3 × 1 vector), and iv. the volume scaling factor (scalar)
etween the two structures. Along with changes to the lattice vectors,
he basis transformation accounts for changes in the unit cell and can
escribe mappings between smaller and larger cells. Furthermore, the
tom mapping information is included, indicating which atoms are
apped and their relative distances between the two structures.
ommand-line interface. The XtalFinder command-line calls are de-

ailed below. Function descriptions and options are provided following
ach command.
rototype commands. A structure (GEOM_FILE ) is converted into its
tandard aflow++ prototype label with the command

aflow --prototype < GEOM_FILE

The parameter variables (degrees of freedom) and corresponding val-
ues are also listed. Information about the label and parameters are
described in the Refs. [13–15]

Options for this command include --setting=SETTING , which
pecifies the space group setting for the conventional cell/Wyckoff
ositions. Possible values for SETTING include: 1, 2, or aflow. Setting

values 1 and 2 generally correspond to the first and second choice listed
in the ITC, respectively. The aflow setting follows the choices of the
Prototype Encyclopedia: axis-𝑏 for monoclinic space groups, rhombo-
hedral setting for rhombohedral space groups, and origin centered on
the inversion site for centrosymmetric space groups (default: aflow).
Comparison commands.

aflow --compare_materials=GEOM_FILES

compares a comma-separated list of geometry files of compounds com-
prised of the same elements and with commensurate stoichiometric
ratios, i.e., material-type comparison, returning their level of similarity
(misfit value). This method identifies unique and duplicate materials.

aflow --compare_structures=GEOM_FILES

compares a comma-separated list of geometry files of compounds with
commensurate stoichiometric ratios with no requirement of the ele-
ment type, i.e., structure-type comparison, and returns their level of
similarity (misfit value). This method identifies unique and duplicate
prototypes. For the material- and structure-type comparisons, there are
three input types (examples for --compare_materials are shown
11

below):
• aflow --compare_materials=GEOM_FILES : GEOM_
FILES is a comma-separated list of geometry files to compare.

• aflow --compare_materials -D path : Path to directory
(path) containing geometry files to compare.

• aflow --compare_materials -F=filename : File
(filename) containing compounds between delimiters
[VASP_POSCAR_MODE_EXPLICIT]START and
[VASP_POSCAR_MODE_EXPLICIT]STOP.

To do the same for structure-type comparisons, swap --compare_
materials with --compare_structures in the commands above.

aflow --compare2database < GEOM_FILE

compares a structure (GEOM_FILE ) to aflow.org repositories entries,
eturning similar compounds and quantifying their levels of simi-
arity (misfit values). Material properties can be extracted from the
atabase (via AFLUX) and printed, highlighting structure–property
elationships. This function can perform either material-type compar-
sons or structure-type comparisons (by adding the --structure_
omparison option). Options specific to this command include:

• --properties=keywords : Specifies the comma-separated
properties via their API keyword to print the corresponding
values with the comparison results.

• --catalog=string : Restricts the database entries to a spe-
cific catalog/library (e.g., lib1, lib2, lib3, and icsd).

• --geometry_file=string : Compares geometries from a
particular DFT relaxation step (e.g., POSCAR.relax1,
POSCAR.relax2, and POSCAR.static).

aflow --compare2prototypes < GEOM_FILE

compares a structure (GEOM_FILE ) against the aflow++ prototype
ibraries, returning similar structures and quantifying their levels of
imilarity (misfit values). Adding the --catalog=string flag to
his command restricts the prototypes to a specific catalog/library
e.g., aflow or htqc).

aflow --isopointal_prototypes < GEOM_FILE

returns prototype labels that are isopointal (i.e., similar space group
and Wyckoff positions) to the input structure (GEOM_FILE ). The
--catalog=string flag also works for this function.

aflow --unique_atom_decorations < GEOM_FILE

determines the unique and duplicate atom decorations for a given
structure.

A full list of the possible commands and options is available in the
XtalFinder README, which is printed with the command

aflow --readme=xtalfinder

5. PAOFLOW electronic analysis

PAOFLOW [26,27] is a software tool to efficiently post-process stan-
dard first-principles electronic structure plane-wave pseudopotential
calculations. From interpolated band structures and DOS, it promptly
computes several quantities that provide insight into transport, op-
tical, magnetic and topological properties like anomalous and spin
Hall conductivities, magnetic circular dichroism, spin circular dichro-
ism, and topological invariants. The methodology is based on the
projection of the electronic wavefunctions of the system on a local
atomic orbitals basis (PAO) [86–88] and is part of the aflow++
software infrastructure [50,89]. Currently, PAOFLOW is interfaced with
Quantum ESPRESSO [19,53] and the proposed procedure is completely
general and can be implemented with any DFT electronic structure
engine. Accurate PAO Hamiltonian matrices can be built from the direct
projection of the Kohn–Sham Bloch states |𝜓 ⟩ onto a chosen basis set
𝑛𝐤
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Fig. 3. Electronic band structure and density calculated with PAOFLOW. (a) Silicon band structure calculated with PAOFLOW (black) projecting on the basis set comprising the
3𝑠, 3𝑝, 3𝑑, 4𝑠, 4𝑝, 4𝑑, and 4𝑓 orbitals, compared to the DFT band structure (red). (b) Silicon electron density reconstructed with PAOFLOW on the same basis set (contour plot
on the [1, 0,−1] plane).
of fixed localized functions, as we discussed extensively in Ref. [86–88].
The real space Hamiltonians H(𝐑) (𝐑 is a lattice vector) can be directly
calculated using atomic orbitals or pseudo atomic orbitals from the
pseudopotential of any given element [86,87]. The crucial quantities
that measure the accuracy of the basis set are the projectabilities
𝑝𝑛𝐤 = ⟨𝜓𝑛𝐤 |𝑃 |𝜓𝑛𝐤⟩ ≥ 0 (𝑃 is the operator that projects onto the
space of the PAO basis set, as defined in Ref. [87]), which indicate the
representability of a Bloch state |𝜓𝑛𝐤⟩ on the chosen PAO set. Maximum
projectability, 𝑝𝑛𝐤 = 1, indicates that the Bloch state can be perfectly
represented in the chosen PAO set; inversely, 𝑝𝑛𝐤 ≈ 0 indicates that the
PAO set is insufficient and should be augmented. Once the Bloch states
with good projectabilities have been identified, the PAO Hamiltonian
is constructed as

H(𝐤) = AEA† + 𝜅
[

I − A
(

A†A
)−1

A†
]

,

as in Ref. [87]. Here 𝐸 is the diagonal matrix of Kohn–Sham eigenen-
ergies and 𝐴 is the matrix of coefficients obtained from projecting the
Bloch wavefunctions onto the PAO set [87]. The expression above can
be understood as a filtering procedure on the PAO Hamiltonian: the
states with good projectability are kept while all others are relegated to
an orthogonal null space (the second term in the equation above). The
null eigenvalues can be moved out from the physically relevant energy
spectrum via a shifting parameter 𝜅. An example of this is illustrated in
Fig. 3(a), where the null space eigenvalues appear as a straight line at
27.5 eV. This procedure provides an accurate real space representation
of the ab-initio Hamiltonian H(𝐫) as a tight-binding (TB) matrix of
very small dimension, an advantage for the calculation of any physical
property requiring precise integration in the reciprocal space.

By exploiting the PAO projection scheme described above, we can
easily Fourier transform ( [⋅]) the PAO real space representation and
interpolate to arbitrary precision; i.e., H

(

𝐫𝛼
)

→ H(𝐤). This procedure is
computationally inexpensive because of the small dimension of the TB
Hamiltonian, and it is performed using a zero-padding algorithm that
operates globally on the PAO Hamiltonian with a Fourier transform.
Simply from the knowledge of the PAO H(𝐤), one can directly construct
the real-space localized Hamiltonian as

H(𝐑) = −1 [H(𝐤)
]

.

H(𝐑) is then zero-padded to i. increase the resolution in 𝐤-space upon
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inverse  [⋅] and ii. obtain the interpolated PAO Hamiltonian for any
arbitrary k-vector mesh with the same accuracy defined by the pro-
jectability number.

From here, it is a simple task to evaluate the expectation value of
the momentum operator — the main quantity in the definition of many
property descriptors. The momentum operator is defined as [90]:

𝑝𝑛𝑚 (𝐤) = ⟨𝜓𝑛 (𝐤) |𝑝|𝜓𝑚 (𝐤)⟩ =
⟨

𝑢𝑛 (𝐤)
|

|

|

(

𝑚0∕ℏ
)

∇𝐤H(𝐤)||
|

𝑢𝑚 (𝐤)
⟩

,

where

∇𝐤H(𝐤) =
∑

𝑖
𝐑 exp (𝑖𝐤 ⋅ 𝐑)H(𝐑),

H(𝐑) being the real space PAO matrix, and |𝜓𝑛 (𝐤)⟩ = exp (−𝑖𝐤 ⋅ 𝐫) |𝑢𝑛 (𝐤)⟩
the Bloch’s functions [91]. This procedure can be applied multiple times
to evaluate higher order derivatives (effective masses, etc.) [92].

In the original formulation of the PAOFLOW method, the atomic
orbital basis was built from the radial pseudowavefunctions of the
pseudopotential used in the DFT calculation. This ‘‘minimal basis set’’
approach has proved satisfactory in achieving accurate TB matrices for
periodic systems. However, if more unoccupied bands are needed for
a particular application, it can be achieved by progressively increasing
the size of the atomic orbital basis set, effectively increasing the number
of states with high projectability and thus the spectrum of H(𝐤).

We have recently developed an alternative approach that achieves
this while maintaining the high accuracy of the minimal basis set. Our
approach is entirely independent of the choice (or the availability) of
the pseudopotential’s radial functions. We generate the basis function
by solving the all-electron atomic problem and building the basis set
from the atomic radial functions, consistent with the valence states
present in the pseudopotential [27]. In this way, we can increase the
size of the basis set and construct Hamiltonians that reproduce exactly
the electronic states for energies high in the conduction band. As an
example, we show in Fig. 3(a) the band structure of silicon generated
by a PAO Hamiltonian with a basis set comprising the 3𝑠, 3𝑝, 3𝑑, 4𝑠,
4𝑝, 4𝑑, and 4𝑓 orbitals. The accuracy of the representation, measured
as the average difference between the original DFT bands and the
PAOFLOW ones across the whole first Brillouin zone, is of the order
of 10−3 for energies up to 20 eV. Moreover, the introduction of an
explicit basis set promotes the PAOFLOW method beyond a simple
tight-binding representation. We are now able to reconstruct the true
electronic wavefunctions fully and thus the electronic density of the
system (see Fig. 3(b)) — the essential quantity to evaluate a plethora

of properties in their real space representation.
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PAOFLOW can be installed with pip: pip install paoflow.
set of examples and tutorials are provided through the PAOFLOW

ebsite: https://aflow.org/src/paoflow. More technical details can be
ound in Refs. [26,27].

. Thermodynamics

The energetics of the formation and decomposition reactions of a
aterial influence whether it can be made and its stability. Ideally,

he full reaction pathway should be considered (kinetics), including
ntermediate products which may be energetically inaccessible, render-
ng the reaction pathway unfeasible. These considerations are highly
ependent on the experimental method and conditions, and are thus
ifficult to generalize. Instead, formation and stability analyses first
ocus only on the energy difference between the reaction endpoints
thermodynamics), which assumes the system can freely explore all
ossible outcomes to realize the minimum energy one (ergodicity).

.1. aflow -CHULL: The convex hull module

The aflow++ Convex Hull Module (aflow-CHULL) [32] can be
sed to construct ground-state (𝑇 = 0) ab-initio phase diagrams offering
wealth of thermodynamic data. Identification of stable phases in-

olves the calculation of the convex hull in the free-energy-
oncentration space. Compounds having different structures (e.g., rock-
alt vs. wurtzite) and concentrations

(

𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥
)

are sampled from the
flow.org repositories. These configurations have been generated
hrough a combination of structure prototyping of naturally occur-
ing compounds [15–17] and structure enumeration algorithms [14].
tability (𝛥𝐺 < 0) is achieved by minimizing the enthalpy and, in multi-
hase regions, can involve changing concentrations (phase-separation
nd tie-line construction), as dictated by the minimum energy surface.
he collection of stable phases and the tie-lines connecting them is
etermined by the convex hull: the set of outer-most points outlining
he smallest convex shape enclosing the data, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
he convex hull defines stability and thermodynamic pathways to it,
nd its construction is based solely on the geometry (positions) of the
ata. The energy axis is the formation enthalpy

(

𝐻f
)

, which is defined
s:

f,𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥
= 𝐻𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥

−
[

𝑥𝐻𝐴 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐻𝐵
]

,

here 𝐻𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥
is the enthalpy of a binary compound, and 𝐻𝐴 is the

nthalpy of the 𝐴-reference-state. This compositionally-weighted shift
f the raw DFT-enthalpies fixes the reference-states (𝑥 = [0, 1]) to zero,
o only the lower convex hull needs to be calculated.

Compounds below the zero-formation-enthalpy tie-line
(

𝐻f < 0
)

are
nly stable with respect to decomposition to the reference states. The
hases on the convex hull are globally stable (will not decompose) and
hus are expected to form under similar experimental conditions [93–
01]. Compounds above the hull will decompose into a linear com-
ination of the stable phases defining the tie-line directly below it.
or example, the decomposition reaction of Pd2Pt3 (highlighted in
ig. 4(a)) is:

d0.4Pt0.6
−3

meV/atom
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

3
5

Pd0.5Pt0.5 +
2
5

Pd0.25Pt0.75,

where the distance to the hull
(

𝐻hull
)

is the energy difference between
the products and the reactants, and the products define the tie-line
directly below Pd2Pt3. 𝐻hull can be used as a measure of metastability:
compounds close to the hull may stabilize at finite temperatures (room
temperature: ∼25 meV).

Analogous to the distance to the hull, the stability criterion [4,32]
(

𝛥𝐻sc
)

was devised to gauge the relative stability of compounds on the
hull. This descriptor is defined as the distance of the compound from
the pseudo-hull constructed without it (Fig. 4(b)), quantifying the effect
of the phase on the convex hull and its susceptibility to destabilization
13
by a new phase that has yet to be explored. The descriptor helped
guide the design of two Heusler magnetic compounds, the first magnets
discovered by computational approaches [4].

aflow-CHULL can construct and analyze convex hulls for arbitrary
numbers of components: e.g., Ref. [8] presents distances to the hull and
decomposition reactions for 5-metal high-entropy carbides (6D hulls).
The module offers illustrations of the hull for binary and ternary sys-
tems (Fig. 4(c–d)), as well as a PDF report summarizing the data used to
construct the hull and the results of the analysis (Fig. 4(e)). Entries are
organized by arity (ternaries first, then binaries) and concentration. The
report presents ‘‘unstable’’ vs. ‘‘ground-state’’ designations, distances to
the hull, decomposition reactions, and stability criteria. For each stable
phase, the report also provides the set of phases with which it is in
equilibrium, i.e., the set of vertices for all the facets the stable phase
defines. For example, Ag2AuCd in Fig. 4(c) (lower left) is a vertex for
eight facets, which are enumerated in Fig. 4(d) under ‘‘vertex of facets’’.
This information was used to discover two cobalt-based superalloys,
where candidate impurity-phase compositions potentially form during
age-hardening were screened for not being in two-phase equilibrium
with the fcc host matrix [6,7].

The 𝑁 + 1 enthalpy gain (𝛥𝐻 [𝑁|1,… , 𝑁 − 1]) has also been im-
lemented within aflow-CHULL [102]. The descriptor quantifies an
-compound’s distance from the hull constructed only of {1,… , 𝑁 −
}-compounds (Fig. 5), where, e.g., binaries are 2-compounds and
ernaries are 3-compounds. The 𝑁 + 1 enthalpy gain for 1-compounds
s the cohesive energy, and for 2-compounds is the formation enthalpy
Fig. 5(a)). An analysis of the aflow.org repositories for metal com-
ositions reveals that with an increasing number of species there is
diminishing enthalpy gain, which can be rapidly overcome by the

onfigurational entropy gain (𝑁 ≥ 4), see Fig. 5(c). This validates the
navoidability of disorder in multi-component systems [102].
ommand-line options. There are several ways to interact with the
flow-CHULL module, including through the web [1], with the
flow++ binary installed locally, and through Python/Jupyter wrap-
ers (calling a local install of the aflow++ binary). The binary offers
ull access to functionality and options, as well as various output for-
ats, including plain text, JSON, PDF, and Jupyter notebooks. The PDF

utput requires the LATEX package. See the Supporting Information of
ef. [32] for version and package details. The primary aflow-CHULL
ommand

aflow --chull --alloy=MnPdPt

queries the aflow.org repositories for entries containing {Mn,Pd,Pt},
calculates the convex hull, and returns the information as a PDF (de-
fault, see --print). The flags and options include:

• --chull : Necessary flag for entering the convex-hull module.
• --alloy=alloy : Necessary argument, specifies the system.

This code is not dimension limited, i.e., any 𝑁-ary system can be
calculated. There are two input modes: raw (comma-separated)
and combinatorial (colon- and comma-separated).
Raw input: --alloy=MnPdPt,AlCuZn.
Combinatorial input: --alloy=Ag,Au:Mn. This is interpreted
as --alloy=AgMn,AuMn.

• --np=ncpus : Number of threads for calculation of multiple
convex hulls. Default is --np=1 (serial).

• --print=format : Selects the output format, options include:
pdf, png, json, txt, jupyter2, and jupyter3. json and
txt have the following extensions: .json and .txt. jup-
yter2/jupyter3 create a Python2/Python3 Jupyter note-
book JSON file that plots a convex hull for the specified alloy.
Default is pdf.

• --dist2hull=aflow:bb0d45ab555bc208 : Returns the
distance from the hull for entry aflow:bb0d45ab555bc208,

specified by the AUID.

https://aflow.org/src/paoflow
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Fig. 4. Results and output from the aflow++ Convex Hull Module. (a) Illustration of the PdPt convex hull, highlighting the various compounds sampled from the aflow.org
repositories having different structures and concentrations, the zero-formation-enthalpy tie-line, a two-phase region (hull facet), and the decomposition of Pd2Pt3. (b) Illustration
of the stability criterion analysis of PdPt, highlighting the construction of the pseudo-hull (dotted-line) from which the distance is measured. (c) Illustration of the AgAuCd convex
hull, where the colors (orange to blue) indicate depth (lower formation enthalpy), as indicated by the color bar on the right. Only stable compounds (on the hull) are shown.
(d) 3D rendering of the AgAuCd convex hull from the aflow-CHULL web application offering perspective on depth and coloring [1]. (e) An excerpt from the full AgAuCd PDF
report, which organizes all the data used to construct the convex hull and presents the results of the analysis.
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Fig. 5. The 𝑁 + 1 enthalpy gain descriptor. (a) For binary compounds, the 𝑁 + 1 enthalpy gain descriptor is the distance of the compound from the zero-formation-enthalpy
tie-line (highlighted in green), which is trivially the formation enthalpy. (b) For ternary compounds, the 𝑁 + 1 enthalpy gain descriptor is the distance of the compound from the
convex hull constructed of unary (reference) and binary compounds (highlighted in blue). (c) A plot comparing the enthalpy gains averaged over 𝑁-compounds having metallic
components in the aflow.org repositories with the configurational entropy gains for increasing numbers of species.
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• --scriterion=aflow:bb0d45ab555bc208 : Returns the
stability criterion for entry aflow:bb0d45ab555bc208, spec-
ified by the AUID. The entry must be a ground-state structure;
a warning will be issued otherwise. aflow-CHULL removes the
point from the hull, calculates the pseudo-hull, and determines
the distance of this point from below the pseudo-hull.

• --nplus1=aflow:bb0d45ab555bc208 : Returns the 𝑁 +1
enthalpy gain for entry aflow:bb0d45ab555bc208, speci-
fied by the AUID. The entry must be a ground-state structure;
a warning will be issued otherwise. aflow-CHULL removes all
points having the same dimensionality as the input entry from
the hull, calculates the pseudo-hull, and determines the distance
of this point from below the pseudo-hull.

• --hull_enthalpy=0.25,0.25 : Returns the value of the
convex hull surface at the specified coordinate/concentration.
Users should provide the composition in reduced form, e.g., the
Mn2PdPt composition is specified by --hull_enthalpy
=0.5,0.25, where the last component is implicitly 1−sum(0.5+
0.25).

For the full set of options and additional information, see the aflow-
CHULL README:

aflow --readme=chull

.2. aflow -CCE: The coordination corrected enthalpies module

While there have been significant advances in calculating finite
emperature effects from first principles [28,103,104], the computa-
ional modeling of formation enthalpies — the enthalpy difference
etween the material and its elemental references — still poses a
undamental challenge. Standard (semi-)local and even currently avail-
ble advanced ab-initio approaches yield inaccurate predictions [105–
12], with errors of several hundred meV/atom in particular for ionic
ystems, which inhibits materials design. The problem is intimately
onnected to the fact that computing reliable formation enthalpies
b-initio eventually requires accurate total energies for all systems in-
olved [33,35,108]. This is generally not possible within a (semi-)local
pproximation. To date, it even remains unknown what level of DFT-
ased theory would be needed to achieve satisfactory accuracy for
15
ormation enthalpies, given that exact Quantum Monte Carlo results
re only available for a few special systems, such as MgH2 [113,114].

Physically motivated empirical correction schemes parameterizing
semi-)local DFT errors with respect to measured values are hence
he only feasible option to enable materials design. Several correction
ethods based solely on the composition of the materials were estab-

ished [105–108,115]. These approaches were a major step forward,
ut their accuracy is limited and the relative stability of polymorphs —
ometimes erroneously predicted by DFT [109] — cannot be corrected.
oreover, correction methods based only on composition can lead

o incorrect thermodynamic behavior when considering activity vs.
oncentration [35].
he coordination corrected enthalpies method. The method of coor-
ination corrected enthalpies (CCE) [35] presents a solution to this
roblem, improving on the established approaches both qualitatively
nd quantitatively. CCE is the first scheme to leverage structural infor-
ation. Incorrect thermodynamic behavior is avoided by construction.
he method is based on the following physical insight: bonding is
entral to capturing the properties of a material, with DFT revealing
pecific errors for each bonding type. Thus, the number of bonds in a
aterial is a suitable descriptor to parameterize DFT errors. The cor-

ection is hence developed per bond and per oxidation state. The latter
ependence ensures optimal transferability of the corrections since the
nergetic position of valence states is usually well characterized by
he oxidation state. The idea is further illustrated in the example of
igs. 6(a–c): in CaO, the Ca cations are sixfold (octahedrally) coordi-
ated by oxygen anions. Ti is also sixfold coordinated by oxygen in
utile TiO2. In perovskite CaTiO3, the coordination number for Ti stays
he same, but the number of Ca–O bonds changes to eight. A variation
n the number of bonds for a given cation between different materials
s common and signifies that corrections to calculated DFT formation
nthalpies should be obtained and applied per bond.

With binary compounds 𝐴𝑥1𝑌𝑥2 used as the fit set, the CCE cor-
ections 𝛿𝐻𝑇r ,𝐴+𝛼

𝐴–𝑌 per cation–anion 𝐴–𝑌 bond and cation oxidation
tate +𝛼 are obtained from the difference between (zero-temperature
nd zero-pressure) DFT and experimental standard room temperature
ormation enthalpies [33,35]:
0,DFT −𝐻◦,𝑇r ,exp = 𝑥 𝑁 𝛿𝐻𝑇r ,𝐴+𝛼

,
f,𝐴𝑥1 𝑌𝑥2 f,𝐴𝑥1 𝑌𝑥2
1 𝐴–𝑌 𝐴–𝑌
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Fig. 6. Motivation and validation of CCE. Crystal structures of (a) CaO, (b) rutile TiO2, and (c) perovskite CaTiO3. While Ti is sixfold coordinated by O anions in both rutile and
perovskite structures, Ca changes its coordination from sixfold in CaO to eightfold in CaTiO3 (Ca–O bonds highlighted in yellow). This indicates an important change in the number
of bonds critical for the thermodynamic stability of a material. Deviations between (d) calculated

(

𝐻0,DFT
f

)

and experimental
(

𝐻◦,𝑇r ,exp
f

)

as well as (e) corrected
(

𝐻◦,𝑇r ,CCE
f

)

and
experimental formation enthalpies for 71 ternary oxides. Red lines at ±50 meV/atom are visual guides representing the typical MAE of previous methods [107,108]. (f) Correction
of the relative stability of Al2SiO5, CoO, and MnO polymorphs. Color code: Ca, black; Ti, light gray; O, red [116].
where 𝐻0,DFT
f,𝐴𝑥1 𝑌𝑥2

is the DFT formation enthalpy, 𝐻◦,𝑇r ,exp
f,𝐴𝑥1 𝑌𝑥2

is the mea-

sured standard formation enthalpy at the reference temperature 𝑇r =
298.15 K, and 𝑁𝐴–𝑌 is the number of nearest neighbor 𝐴–𝑌 bonds of
element 𝐴 in oxidation state +𝛼. Note that the DFT formation enthalpies
strictly include only the internal energy contributions to the enthalpies
and the small pressure–volume terms are neglected [35].

The corrections can then be applied to any multinary compound
𝐴𝑥1𝐵𝑥2 … 𝑌𝑥𝑛 to obtain the CCE formation enthalpy 𝐻◦,𝑇r ,CCE

f,𝐴𝑥1𝐵𝑥2 . . .𝑌𝑥𝑛
at

no additional computational cost compared to DFT:

𝐻◦,𝑇r ,CCE
f,𝐴𝑥1𝐵𝑥2 . . .𝑌𝑥𝑛

= 𝐻0,DFT
f,𝐴𝑥1𝐵𝑥2 . . .𝑌𝑥𝑛

−
𝑛−1
∑

𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖𝑁𝑖−𝑌 𝛿𝐻

𝑇r ,𝑖+𝛼
𝑖−𝑌 ,

where 𝑁𝑖−𝑌 is the number of nearest neighbor bonds between the
cation 𝑖 and anion 𝑌 species. Temperature effects can also be parame-
terized on a per bond basis such that, in addition to room temperature
values, also 0 K formation enthalpies are computed [33].

The predictive power of CCE was validated on a test set of 71
ternary oxides. DFT yields, for PBE [46], LDA [117,118] and SCAN
[119], mean absolute errors (MAEs) of the calculated enthalpies of at
least 100 meV/atom (Fig. 6(d)). The CCE values show an improvement
by a factor of 4–7 to 38, 30 and 27 meV/atom (Fig. 6(e)). These
mean deviations are significantly smaller than the ones of 45 and
48 meV/atom predicted by previous methods [107,108]. The general
applicability of CCE was benchmarked on a set of ternary halides,
achieving the same accuracy [35]. CCE is also capable of correcting the
relative stability of polymorphs at fixed composition — a qualitative
advantage versus all earlier schemes — as demonstrated for several
minerals and transition metal systems [35]. In Fig. 6(f) this is indicated
16

in three examples. While plain PBE predicts the andalusite polymorph
of Al2SiO5 to be more stable than the experimentally known ground-
state kyanite (green dot), the application of CCE shifts andalusite
energetically above kyanite and retains the correct energetic ordering
(blue dot). Similarly, for CoO and MnO, it predicts the correct ground-
state rocksalt structure, while DFT erroneously yields zincblende with
only four Co/Mn-O bonds [35]. Other correction methods based on
only composition cannot rectify the relative stability. CCE also gives
accurate defect energies evidenced from investigating crystallographic
shear compounds [35].
aflow-CCE. CCE is integrated into and is fully interoperable with ex-
isting aflow++ functionality [33]. aflow-CCE returns the correction
and the corrected formation enthalpies for a given structure. It features
a command-line tool, a web interface, and a Python environment [33].
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the workflow analyzes the structure for cation
coordination numbers, automatically determines oxidation numbers
based on Allen electronegativities [120–122], includes temperature ef-
fects, and calculates the corrected formation enthalpies for the selected
functionals. The oxidation state determination includes the treatment
of mixed-valence systems, such as Ti-O Magnéli phases and alkali-metal
sesquioxides. The software is also readily applicable to (su-)peroxides
and multi-anion systems. The algorithms of the implementation are
detailed in Ref. [33].

The command-line tool (Figs. 7(b–g)) delivers the CCE cation co-
ordination numbers, oxidation numbers, and corrections, as well as
formation enthalpies for the given structure file that can be in any
format recognizable by aflow++, like VASP POSCAR [52], Quantum
ESPRESSO [53], FHI-AIMS [21], ABINIT [20], ELK [22] and CIF [54].
For VASP, a VASP5 POSCAR is required, or if a VASP4 POSCAR is used,
the species must be written on the right side next to the coordinates

for each atom just as for the example input structure obtained from the
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Fig. 7. aflow-CCE implementation. (a) Workflow of the CCE implementation. (b and d) Example commands for the aflow-CCE command-line tool using the input structure file
test.POSCAR (perovskite CaTiO3) to determine cation coordination numbers and oxidation states. (c and e) When executed, the output is presented in tabular form. (f) Example
ommand for determining CCE corrections and formation enthalpies. Several other options to use extended functionality are also summarized in the main text [33]. (g) When
xecuted, the output includes the CCE corrections and formation enthalpies at both 298.15 and 0 K for various functionals.
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ption --cce. If desired, oxidation numbers for all atoms can also be
rovided upon input. The available options include:

aflow --cce

prints instructions and an example input structure.

aflow --cce=GEOM_FILE

prints the results of the full CCE analysis, i.e., cation coordination num-
bers, oxidation numbers, and CCE corrections and formation enthalpies
for the given structure.

aflow --get_cce_corrections < GEOM_FILE

determines the CCE corrections and formation enthalpies for the struc-
ture.

aflow --get_oxidation_numbers < GEOM_FILE

determines the oxidation numbers for all atoms of the structure.

aflow --get_cation_coord_nums < GEOM_FILE

determines the number of anion neighbors for each cation of the
structure.

Options for --cce=GEOM_FILE and --get_cce_correcti-
ons < GEOM_FILE :

• --enthalpies_formation_dft=enthalpies : en -
thalpies is a comma-separated list of precalculated DFT
formation enthalpies. They are assumed to be negative for
compounds lower in enthalpy than the elemental references and
in eV/cell. Currently, corrections are available for PBE, LDA, and
SCAN.

• --functionals=functionals : functionals is a com-
ma-separated list of functionals for which corrections should be
returned. If used together with --enthalpies_formation_
dft, the functionals must be in the same sequence as the
corresponding formation enthalpies. Available functionals are
PBE, LDA, and SCAN. Default is PBE (if only one DFT formation
enthalpy is provided).

• --oxidation_numbers=oxidation_numbers : oxida-
tion_numbers is a comma-separated list of oxidation num-
bers. It is assumed that one is provided for each atom of the
structure and they are in the same sequence as the correspond-
ing atoms in the provided structure file.
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The output of these results can be returned as plain text or a JSON
format: --print=format, where format can be txt or json,
respectively. For the full set of options and additional information, see
the aflow-CCE README:

aflow --readme=cce

The aflow-CCE implementation enables the enthalpy correction
f an extensive library of materials as well as the accurate and quick
eneration of convex hull phase diagrams [32]. The tool is also readily
pplicable to reduced-dimensionality, e.g., 2D systems. aflow-CCE
hus provides a valuable infrastructure for the scientific community to
btain the CCE corrections and corrected formation enthalpies for a
iven input structure. It can also expedite various materials design ap-
lications, such as the discovery of novel 2D systems and high-entropy
eramics.

. Thermomechanical analysis

.1. aflow -AEL-AGL: The automatic elasticity and GIBBS libraries

EL: Elastic constants. Thermomechanical properties of materials,
uch as elastic moduli, Debye temperature, heat capacity and thermal
xpansion, can be obtained using the aflow++ Automatic Elasticity
ibrary (aflow++-AEL [29]) and the aflow++ Automatic GIBBS

Library (aflow++-AGL [30]) modules based on calculations of strained
primitive cells. These methods are generally computationally less costly
than the APL and AAPL phonon calculations. However, APL and AAPL
generally give more quantitatively accurate results, particularly for
properties where anharmonic effects are important. AEL and AGL have
been combined into a single automated workflow, which has been used
to calculate the thermomechanical properties of over 6000 materials in
the aflow.org repositories.

The AEL module applies a set of independent normal and shear
strains to the primitive cell of a material [29,49] as depicted in
Fig. 8(a), and uses DFT to calculate the resulting stress tensors. This
set of strain–stress data is used to generate the elastic stiffness tensor,
i.e., the elastic constants:
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Fig. 8. Calculations of thermomechanical properties in aflow++. (a) AEL uses the
tresses from a set of normal and shear strained cells to obtain the elastic constants.
b) AGL calculates the energies of a set of isotropically compressed and expanded unit
ells, and fits the resulting 𝐸(𝑉 ) data by a numerical polynomial or by an empirical
quation of state to obtain the bulk modulus, and hence other thermal and mechanical
roperties.

ritten in the 6 × 6 Voigt notation using the mapping [123]: 11 ↦ 1,
22 ↦ 2, 33 ↦ 3, 23 ↦ 4, 13 ↦ 5, 12 ↦ 6. The elastic constants are
ombined to calculate the bulk (𝐵) and shear (𝐺) elastic moduli in the
oigt approximation, which assumes a uniform strain with the stress
upported by the individual grains in parallel, giving the upper bound
n the elastic moduli:

𝐵Voigt =
1
9
[

(𝑐11 + 𝑐22 + 𝑐33) + 2(𝑐12 + 𝑐23 + 𝑐13)
]

,

𝐺Voigt =
1
15

[

(𝑐11 + 𝑐22 + 𝑐33) − (𝑐12 + 𝑐23 + 𝑐13) +3(𝑐44 + 𝑐55 + 𝑐66)
]

;

the Reuss approximation, which assumes a uniform stress so that the
strain is the sum of the strains of the individual grains in series, giving
the lower bound on the elastic moduli:

𝐵−1
Reuss = (𝑠11 + 𝑠22 + 𝑠33) + 2(𝑠12 + 𝑠23 + 𝑠13),

𝐺−1
Reuss =

1
15

[

4(𝑠11 + 𝑠22 + 𝑠33) − 4(𝑠12 + 𝑠23 + 𝑠13) +3(𝑠44 + 𝑠55 + 𝑠66)
]

;

nd Voigt–Reuss–Hill (VRH, 𝐵VRH and 𝐺VRH [124]) average:

𝐵VRH =
(

𝐵Voigt + 𝐵Reuss
)

∕2,

𝐺VRH =
(

𝐺Voigt + 𝐺Reuss
)

∕2.

The Poisson ratio 𝜈 is given by:

𝜈 =
3𝐵VRH − 2𝐺VRH
6𝐵VRH + 2𝐺VRH

. (1)

Performing AEL calculations. The settings for AEL calculations
are provided in the aflow.in file. To run AEL, the line
[AFLOW_AEL]CALC needs to be present and uncommented — an
appropriate aflow.in can be generated by including the --module
=ael flag to the file generation command (--aflow_proto). AEL
can reduce the number of required strains by setting [AFLOW_AEL]
STRAIN_SYMMETRY=ON. The number and size of the strains in each
independent direction can be controlled using the parameters:
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[AFLOW_AEL]NNORMAL_STRAINS=value
[AFLOW_AEL]NSHEAR_STRAINS=value
[AFLOW_AEL]NORMAL_STRAIN_STEP=value
[AFLOW_AEL]NORMAL_STRAIN_STEP=value

A full list of parameters is available in the AEL README, which can
be printed using the command

aflow --readme=ael

AGL: Debye–Grüneisen model. The AGL module is based on the
GIBBS [125,126] quasi-harmonic Debye–Grüneisen method, and calcu-
lates the energy as a function of volume 𝐸(𝑉 ) for a set of isotropically
compressed and expanded strains of the primitive cell, as illustrated in
Fig. 8(b). The 𝐸(𝑉 ) data are fitted by either a numerical polynomial
or an empirical equation of state to obtain the adiabatic bulk modulus
𝐵S(𝑉 ). The Debye temperature 𝜃D(𝑉 ) as a function of volume is then
calculated using the expression:

𝜃D = ℏ
𝑘B

[6𝜋2𝑉 1∕2𝑛]1∕3𝑓 (𝜈)
√

𝐵S
𝑀
, (2)

where 𝑛 is the number of atoms per unit cell, 𝑀 is the unit cell mass,
and 𝑓 (𝜈) is a function of the Poisson ratio 𝜈:

𝑓 (𝜈) =

{

3
[

2
( 2
3
⋅
1 + 𝜈
1 − 2𝜈

)3∕2
+
(1
3
⋅
1 + 𝜈
1 − 𝜈

)3∕2]−1
}

1
3

,

where 𝜈 can be obtained from Eq. (1) using AEL, or set directly by
the user ([AFLOW_AGL]POISSON_RATIO=value). The vibrational
contribution to the free energy, 𝐹vib, is given by:

𝐹vib(𝜃D; 𝑇 ) = 𝑛𝑘B𝑇
[

9
8
𝜃D
𝑇

+ 3 log
(

1 − e−𝜃D∕𝑇
)

−𝐷
(

𝜃D
𝑇

)]

,

where 𝐷(𝜃D∕𝑇 ) is the Debye integral:

𝐷
(

𝜃D∕𝑇
)

= 3
(

𝑇
𝜃D

)3

∫

𝜃D∕𝑇

0

𝑥3

𝑒𝑥 − 1
𝑑𝑥.

The Gibbs free energy is obtained from:

𝖦(𝑉 ; 𝑝, 𝑇 ) = 𝐸DFT(𝑉 ) + 𝐹vib(𝜃D(𝑉 ); 𝑇 ) + 𝑝𝑉 .

The volume which minimizes 𝖦(𝑉 ; 𝑝, 𝑇 ) at a given pressure 𝑝 and
temperature 𝑇 is the equilibrium volume 𝑉eq, which is used to evaluate
𝜃D(𝑉eq) and the Grüneisen parameter 𝛾, as defined by:

𝛾 = −
𝜕 log(𝜃D(𝑉 ))
𝜕 log𝑉

.

Finally, 𝜃D and 𝛾 are used to calculate other thermal properties [30,
125] including specific heat capacity at constant volume 𝐶V:

𝐶V = 3𝑛𝑘B

[

4𝐷
(

𝜃D
𝑇

)

−
3𝜃D∕𝑇

exp(𝜃D∕𝑇 ) − 1

]

;

volumetric thermal expansion 𝛼V:

𝛼V =
𝛾𝐶V
𝐵T𝑉

,

here 𝐵T is the isothermal bulk modulus; specific heat capacity at
onstant pressure 𝐶p:

p = 𝐶V(1 + 𝛾𝛼V𝑇 );

nd lattice thermal conductivity 𝜅L [127–129]:

L(𝜃a) =
0.849 × 3 3

√

4
20𝜋3(1 − 0.514𝛾−1a + 0.228𝛾−2a )

×
(

𝑘B𝜃a
ℏ

)2 𝑘B𝑚𝑉
1
3

ℏ𝛾2a
,

where 𝜃a and 𝛾a is the Debye temperature and Grüneisen parameter
calculated from only the acoustic modes.
Performing AGL calculations. The settings for AGL calculations are
provided in the aflow.in file. To run AGL, the line [AFLOW_AGL]
CALC needs to be present and uncommented — an appropriate aflow.
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in can be generated by including the --module=agl flag to the file
generation command (--aflow_proto). AGL can run AEL to obtain
the Poisson ratio for use in Eq. (2) to calculate the Debye temperature
by setting [AFLOW_AGL]AEL_POISSON_RATIO=ON. The number of
different volumes and the size of the strain steps can be controlled using
the parameters:

[AFLOW_AGL]NSTRUCTURES=value
[AFLOW_AGL]STRAIN_STEP=value

The number of temperature and pressure points and the correspond-
ing step sizes for the post-processing can be controlled using the
parameters:

[AFLOW_AGL]NTEMP=value
[AFLOW_AGL]STEMP=value
[AFLOW_AGL]NPRESSURE=value
[AFLOW_AGL]SPRESSURE=value

Note that the post-processing can be run multiple times with different
temperature and pressure ranges for the same set of DFT calculations.
A full list of parameters is available in the AGL README, which can be
printed using the command:

aflow --readme=agl

7.2. aflow -APL: The automatic phonon library

Phonons in the harmonic approximation. Phonons are the basis
for many finite-temperature processes in solids. They can contribute
to the stabilization of a material, determine thermophysical prop-
erties such as heat capacities and thermal expansion, and are re-
sponsible for transport phenomena such as thermal conductivity. The
aflow++ Automatic Phonon Library (APL) calculates phonon modes
in the harmonic approximation by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix
𝐷 (𝐪) [34]:

𝐷 (𝐪) 𝐞𝜆 = 𝜔2
𝜆𝐞𝜆,

where the phonon mode 𝜆 = {𝐪, 𝑗} is a combined index consisting
of the reciprocal space point 𝐪 and the branch index 𝑗. 𝜔𝜆 and 𝐞𝜆
re the frequency and the eigenvector of the mode, respectively. The
omponents of the dynamical matrix are [130]:

𝛼𝛽
(

𝜅𝜅′|𝐪
)

= 1
√

𝑚𝜅𝑚𝜅′

∑

𝑙𝑙′
𝛷𝛼𝛽

(

𝑙𝜅; 𝑙′𝜅′
)

× exp
[

𝑖𝐪 ⋅
(

𝐑𝑙′ − 𝐑𝑙
)]

, (3)

ith the Cartesian indices 𝛼 and 𝛽, the atomic indices 𝜅 and 𝜅′, and
he supercell indices 𝑙 and 𝑙′. 𝑚𝜅 is the mass of atom 𝜅 and 𝐑𝑙 is
he vector connecting the origin of the crystal to the origin of super-
ell 𝑙. 𝛷𝛼𝛽

(

𝑙𝜅; 𝑙′𝜅′
)

are the harmonic interatomic force constants (IFCs),
the calculation of which is the central problem for phonon calcu-
lations. APL can obtain them either from Γ-point density functional
perturbation theory or through the finite displacement method.

The finite displacement method applies small distortions to the
atomic positions inside a supercell and calculates the forces using DFT.
For a full set of IFCs, each symmetrically-inequivalent atom needs to
be displaced along three linearly-independent directions. To minimize
the number of calculations, APL uses the following algorithm:

i. Create test displacements along the unit cell axes, face diagonals,
and body diagonal.

ii. Generate a set of displacement vectors that are orthogonal and
symmetrically equivalent to the test displacement using the site
point group of the atom [31] and Gram–Schmidt orthogonaliza-
tion.

iii. Sort these sets of displacements by the number of equivalent
vectors from highest to lowest.
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iv. Take the displacements inside the first set of this sorted list.
If there are less than three, add the displacements in the next
set of the list and use the Gram–Schmidt method and the site
point groups to create orthogonal vectors. Repeat until three
linearly-independent directions are found.

his algorithm not only reduces computational requirements by mini-
izing the number of calculations, using site point groups to generate

he displacements also leads to supercells with the highest possible
ymmetry. The calculated forces are then used to determine the IFCs
hrough finite differences. These ‘‘raw’’ force constants do not gener-
lly fulfill the acoustic sum rule ∑

𝜅′ 𝛷𝛼𝛽
(

𝑙𝜅; 𝑙′𝜅′
)

= 0 nor are they
commensurate with the site point groups of the atoms in the crystal.
APL automatically enforces these properties when calculating the IFCs.
The dynamical matrix can then be constructed to solve Eq. (3).

The resulting frequencies are used to obtain phonon dispersions and
DOS. The DOS 𝑔(𝜔) can be used to calculate the vibrational free energy
𝐹vib, internal energy 𝑈vib, and entropy 𝑆vib, as well as the isochoric
heat capacity 𝐶V:

𝐹vib(𝑇 ) = 𝑘B𝑇 ∫

∞

0
log

(

2 sinh ℏ𝜔
2𝑘B𝑇

)

𝑔(𝜔)𝑑𝜔,

𝑈vib(𝑇 ) = ∫

∞

0

ℏ𝜔
2

coth
(

ℏ𝜔
2𝑘B𝑇

)

𝑔(𝜔)𝑑𝜔,

𝑆vib(𝑇 ) =
𝑈vib − 𝐹vib

𝑇
,

𝐶V(𝑇 ) = 𝑘B ∫

∞

0

(

ℏ𝜔
2𝑘B𝑇

)

csch2 ℏ𝜔
2𝑘B𝑇

𝑔(𝜔)𝑑𝜔,

where 𝑘B and ℏ are the Boltzmann and the reduced Planck constant,
respectively. Additionally, APL can calculate group velocities 𝐯𝜆 and

ean square atomic displacements
⟨

|𝑢|2
⟩

using the eigenvectors:

𝐯𝜆 =
⟨

𝐞𝜆
|

|

|

|

𝜕𝐷(𝐪)
𝜕𝐪

|

|

|

|

𝐞𝜆
⟩

,

|𝑢𝛼(𝜅, 𝑇 )|2
⟩

= ℏ
𝑁𝐪𝑚𝑗

∑

𝜆
𝜔−1
𝜆

( 1
2
+ 𝑛𝜆

)

|

|

|

𝐞𝛼𝜆(𝜅)
|

|

|

2
,

ith 𝑁𝐪 and 𝑛𝜆 being the number of q-points and the phonon numbers
ased on the Bose–Einstein distribution, respectively.

Long-range Coulomb interactions in polar materials cause splitting
etween the longitudinal and transversal optical phonon modes (LO-TO

splitting). This requires a corrective term �̃� to be added to the dynam-
ical matrix. aflow++ uses the method by Wang et al. to calculate this
correction [131]:

�̃�𝜅𝜅′
𝛼𝛽 = 4𝜋𝑒

𝑉
√

𝑚𝜅𝑚𝜅′

[

𝐪𝑍∗(𝑖)
]

𝛼
[

𝐪𝑍∗(𝑖)
]

𝛽

𝐪𝜀∞𝐪
×

∑

𝑙𝑙′
exp

[

𝑖𝐪 ⋅
(

𝐑𝑙′ − 𝐑𝑙
)]

,

where 𝑒, 𝑍∗, and 𝜀∞ are the elemental charge, the Born effective
charge tensor, and the dielectric tensor, respectively. The tensors can
be directly calculated by VASP.
Performing APL calculations. The parameters for phonon calculations
are set in the aflow.in file. A full list of parameters is available in
the APL README, which can be created using the command:

aflow --readme=apl

To run APL, the line [AFLOW_APL]CALC needs to be present. This
can be achieved programmatically by adding --module=apl to the
input file generation command (--aflow_proto). The flowchart of
the APL workflow is shown in Fig. 9(a).

Since phonon properties require accurate forces, the structure needs
to be relaxed so that the forces are near zero. This is done automatically
by APL at the beginning of the workflow. The following parameters
guide the relaxation calculations:

[AFLOW_APL]RELAX=ON
[AFLOW_APL]RELAX_COMMENSURATE=ON
[AFLOW_APL]KPPRA=𝑁𝑘
[AFLOW_APL]KPOINTS_GRID=𝑘1x𝑘2x𝑘3
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Fig. 9. Workflow and outputs of the Automatic Phonon Library (APL) (a) Flowchart of the APL workflow. (b) Isochoric heat capacity 𝐶𝑉 of zincblende BAs. (c) Combined phonon
dispersion and projected DOS plot for BAs. (d) Snapshot of a phonon mode visualization at the 𝑋 point for rocksalt MgO.
S
s
g

[AFLOW_APL]RELAX_COMMENSURATE=ON ensures that the k-point
grids of the supercell for the force calculations and the grid of the
relaxation calculations are commensurate, which increases the accu-
racy of the obtained forces. It can be toggled off with [AFLOW_APL]
RELAX_COMMENSURATE=OFF. To determine the grid size,
[AFLOW_APL]KPPRA or [AFLOW_APL]KPOINTS_GRID are used,
which represent the k-points per reciprocal atom 𝑁𝑘 or the k-point
grid dimensions, respectively, for the supercell. Convergence criteria
are set such that the forces between two successive ionic steps are
below 10−3 eV/Å and energy differences are below 10−8 eV between
electronic steps. The relaxation can be skipped entirely by setting
[AFLOW_APL]RELAX=OFF.

After the relaxation, APL builds the supercell using either explicit
dimensions, a minimum number of atoms, or a number of coordination
shells around each atom:
20
[AFLOW_APL]SUPERCELL=3x3x3
[AFLOW_APL]MINATOMS=175
[AFLOW_APL]MINSHELL=10

UPERCELL takes priority, followed by MINATOMS. APL then creates
ubdirectories for the force calculations using DFT. This process is
overned by the following aflow.in parameters:

[AFLOW_APL]ENGINE=method
[AFLOW_APL]DPM=ON
[AFLOW_APL]DMAG=𝑟displ
[AFLOW_APL]ZEROSTATE=OFF
[AFLOW_APL]POLAR=ON
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[AFLOW_APL]ENGINE determines the method to calculate the force
constants. It can be LR or DM, corresponding to the linear response (Γ-
point density functional perturbation theory) and the direct method (fi-
nite displacement), respectively. The former generates one subdirectory
as the force constants are directly calculated by VASP.

The finite displacement method provides two ways to determine the
IFCs: the central and the forward difference methods. [AFLOW_APL]
DPM=ON always uses the central difference method, [AFLOW_APL]
DPM=OFF always uses forward differences, and [AFLOW_APL]
DPM=AUTO determines for each site whether the forward difference
is permitted by symmetry. The size of the displacement 𝑟displ (in
Ångström) is set by DMAG. Additionally, [AFLOW_APL]ZEROSTATE
can be used to calculate the forces on the atom in the unperturbed
supercell, which can be used to subtract noise for the forward dif-
ference method or to test whether virtual forces are present in the
supercells. For both methods, [AFLOW_APL]POLAR=ON applies the
non-analytical term correction, resulting in an additional subdirectory
to calculate 𝑍∗ and 𝜀0.

Each subdirectory contains an aflow.in file for a static DFT
calculation and needs to be run separately. These calculations have a
convergence criterion of 10−8 eV between electronic steps and use the
k-point parameters described earlier. Once finished, aflow++ needs
to be run in the parent directory again to read the forces, determine
the IFCs, and calculate phonon dispersions, DOS, and thermophysical
properties. Important settings for this post-processing step include:

[AFLOW_APL]DOS_PROJECT=OFF
[AFLOW_APL]TPT=𝑇start:𝑇end:𝑇step

where [AFLOW_APL]DOS_PROJECT determines whether atom-
rojected DOS are calculated and [AFLOW_APL]TPT sets the start
nd end temperatures and the temperature step size for thermophysical
roperties and atomic displacements.
isualization options. APL provides several output options for its
alculations. Thermophysical properties can be plotted and saved as an
mage by calling:

aflow --plotthermo

where --plotthermo accepts multiple optional inputs: the di-
ectory of the phonon calculation (default: current directory), and

he minimum
(

𝑇min
)

and maximum
(

𝑇max
)

temperatures (default:
ull range of calculated temperatures); i.e., --plotthermo=direc-
ory ,𝑇𝚖𝚒𝚗,𝑇𝚖𝚊𝚡. An example plot for the isochoric heat capacity is
resented in Fig. 9(b). Moreover, the following additional options may
e specified:

• --title=title : Title of the plot. If not used, aflow++ will
generate a generic one.

• --print=pdf : Output format of the image. Other options
include: eps, gif, jpg, png.

• --outfile=outfile : Name of the output image. If unused,
aflow++ will generate a generic name.

honon dispersion and phonon DOS can be plotted in the same manner
sing aflow --plotphdisp and aflow --plotphdos, respec-
ively, or as a combined plot with aflow --plotphdispdos (see
ig. 9(c)). For these plots, 𝑇min and 𝑇max are replaced by the minimum
nd maximum frequency, respectively. Additionally, the following op-
ions can be specified:

• --unit=THz : Unit of the frequencies. Other options include:
Hz, eV, meV, rcm, and cm-1.

• --projection=atoms : Plot atom-projected DOS.
ndividual phonon modes can be exported into animation files that
an be read by the XCrysDen software and converted into videos
r GIFs [132]. This can be done with the aflow --visualize_
21

honons command. It has the following mandatory options:
• --q=qpoints : the q-points as comma-separated triplets in
fractional coordinates, e.g., 0.5,0.5,0.5. Multiple q-points
can be specified.

• -D directory : the directory of the phonon calculation.
The following are optional:

• --amplitude=amplitudes : Amplitude of the displace-
ments.

• --branches=branches : Branch numbers of the phonon
mode as a comma-separated list.

• --periods=periods : Number of oscillation periods dis-
played in the output file.

• --steps=steps : Number of steps per period.
• --scell=𝑠1x𝑠2x𝑠3 : Supercell dimensions of the structure in

the animation.
A snapshot of such a visualization GIF can be found in Fig. 9(d).

7.3. aflow -QHA: The quasi-harmonic approximation library

Thermomechanical properties from phonons. Phonon frequencies
strongly depend on the volume of the structure, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
In the harmonic approximation, they are calculated at equilibrium
volume 𝑉eq, i.e., the volume at 0 K. At finite temperatures, the volume
of the structure changes, which also changes the phonon frequencies
and thus 𝐹vib. Knowledge about the volume–temperature curve is thus
essential for a more accurate calculation of a material’s free energy and
thermomechanical properties.

The free energy can be calculated as:

𝐹 (𝑉 , 𝑇 ) = 𝐸0(𝑉 ) + 𝐹elec(𝑉 , 𝑇 ) + 𝐹vib(𝑉 , 𝑇 ),

where 𝐸0 is the potential energy and 𝐹elec the electronic free energy:

𝐹elec(𝑉 , 𝑇 ) = ∫

∞

0
𝑔e (𝜖, 𝑉 )

[

𝑓FD − 𝑘B𝑇 𝑠𝑇 (𝜖)
]

𝑑𝜖 − ∫

𝐸F

0
𝑔e (𝜖, 𝑉 ) 𝑑𝜖.

ere, 𝑔e (𝜖, 𝑉 ) is the electronic DOS, 𝑓FD = 𝑓FD (𝜖, 𝑇 ) is the Fermi–Dirac
istribution, 𝐸F is the Fermi energy, and 𝑠T(𝜖) = 𝑓FD log(𝑓FD) + (1 −
FD) log(1 − 𝑓FD) is the electronic entropy at 𝜖.

In the quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) [40,41], 𝑉eq(𝑇 ) is ob-
tained by calculating 𝐹 (𝑇 ) over a set of volumes 𝑉𝑖 and fitting the
volume-dependent free energy to an equation of state (EOS) for each
temperature. aflow-QHA provides the Murnaghan EOS [133]:

𝐹 (𝑉 ) = 𝐹eq +
𝐵𝑉eq

𝐵′ (𝐵′ − 1)

(

𝑉
𝑉eq

)1−𝐵′

+ 𝐵𝑉
𝐵′ −

𝐵𝑉eq

𝐵′ − 1
,

where 𝐵 is the bulk modulus and 𝐵′ its pressure derivative; the 𝑛th
rder Birch–Murnaghan EOS (2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 4) [134]:

(𝑉 ) =
𝑛
∑

𝑖=0
𝑓𝑖𝑉

− 2
3 𝑖,

where 𝑓𝑖 are parameters obtained from a polynomial fit; and the
stabilized jellium EOS [135,136]:

𝐹 (𝑉 ) =
3
∑

𝑖=0
𝑓𝑖𝑉

− 1
3 𝑖.

The fitted EOS can then be used to calculate a variety of thermomechan-
ical properties, such as the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient 𝛽,
the bulk modulus 𝐵, the isochoric and isobaric heat capacities 𝐶V and
𝐶P, and the average Grüneisen parameter 𝛾:

𝛽(𝑇 ) =
𝑑 log𝑉eq(𝑇 )

𝑑𝑇
= 1
𝑉eq(𝑇 )

𝑑𝑉eq(𝑇 )
𝑑𝑇

,

𝐵(𝑇 ) = 𝑉 (𝑇 )
𝜕2𝐹 (𝑉 , 𝑇 )
𝜕𝑉 2

,

𝐶V(𝑇 ) = −𝑇
𝜕2𝐹 (𝑉 , 𝑇 )

𝜕𝑇 2
,

𝐶 (𝑇 ) = 𝐶 (𝑇 ) + 𝑉 (𝑇 )𝐵(𝑇 )𝛽2(𝑇 )𝑇 ,
P V eq
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Fig. 10. Properties calculated by aflow-QHA and aflow-AAPL. (a) Volume-dependent phonon dispersion, (b) volumetric thermal expansion coefficient 𝛽, and (c) dispersion of
Grüneisen parameters of Al. (d) Thermal conductivity tensor components of diamond.
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𝛾(𝑇 ) = 𝛽(𝑇 )𝐵(𝑇 )𝑉eq(𝑇 )𝐶−1
V (𝑇 ).

The Grüneisen parameter can also be obtained as a mode-dependent
quantity:

𝛾𝜆(𝑇 ) = −
𝑉 (𝑇 )
𝜔𝜆(𝑇 )

𝜕𝜔𝜆(𝑇 )
𝜕𝑉

. (4)

Performing QHA calculations. QHA calculations are activated by
adding [AFLOW_QHA]CALC into the aflow.in file or by calling the
input file generation command (--aflow_proto) with the
--module=qha option. A full list of parameters is available in the
APL README, which can be created using the command:

aflow --readme=apl

he aflow-QHA workflow is similar to aflow-APL in that it consists
f a relaxation, a subdirectory creation, and a post-processing step.
he subdirectories, however, are different from APL and depend on
he properties that are calculated. Calculating thermomechanical prop-
rties by fitting 𝐹 (𝑉 ) to an EOS is set by [AFLOW_QHA]EOS in the
flow.in file:

[AFLOW_QHA]EOS=ON
[AFLOW_QHA]EOS_DISTORTION_RANGE=𝑉start:𝑉end:𝑉step
[AFLOW_QHA]EOS_MODEL=EOS
[AFLOW_QHA]INCLUDE_ELEC_CONTRIB=ON
[AFLOW_QHA]PDIS_T=temperatures

his requires phonon and static calculations at multiple volumes,
hich are determined by [AFLOW_QHA]EOS_DISTORTION_RANGE.
AFLOW_QHA]EOS_MODEL selects the EOS that is used to fit 𝐹 (𝑉 )
sing the Murnaghan (M), 𝑛th order Birch-Murnaghan (BMn), or the
tabilized jellium (SJ) model. [AFLOW_QHA]INCLUDE_ELEC
CONTRIB includes or excludes 𝐹elec into the free energy. For this
rocedure, two subdirectories are created for each volume, one for a
tatic calculation to obtain 𝐸0 and 𝐹elec and another one for a phonon
alculation to determine 𝐹vib. The latter is an aflow-APL run without
ny prior structure relaxation. After finishing all subdirectories, post-
rocessing can be started by running aflow inside the parent directory
22
gain. [AFLOW_QHA]PDIS is a comma-separated list of temperatures
or which phonon dispersions are calculated. The temperature range
or thermomechanical properties is set via [AFLOW_APL]TPT.

It is also possible to only calculate the Grüneisen dispersion using
he following options:

[AFLOW_QHA]GP_FINITE_DIFF=ON
[AFLOW_QHA]GP_DISTORTION=𝛥𝑉

his results in three APL subdirectories at 𝑉eq and 𝛥𝑉% compression
nd expansion.
isualization options. aflow-QHA provides several output options

or its calculated properties. Thermophysical properties can be plotted
nalogously to --plotthermo for APL:

aflow --plotthermoqha

here --plotthermoqha accepts multiple optional inputs: the di-
ectory of the QHA calculation (default: current directory), and

he minimum
(

𝑇min
)

and maximum
(

𝑇max
)

temperatures (default: full
ange of calculated temperatures); i.e., --plotthermoqha=
irectory ,𝑇𝚖𝚒𝚗,𝑇𝚖𝚊𝚡. An example plot for the volumetric thermal
xpansion coefficient of aluminum is shown in Fig. 10(b). The EOS
odel can be specified using --eosmodel=M which also accepts BM2,
M3, BM4, and SJ.

The Grüneisen parameter dispersion can be plotted the same way
sing --plotgrdisp. For this plot, 𝑇min and 𝑇max are replaced by the
inimum and maximum Grüneisen parameter. An example plot can be

ound in Fig. 10(c).

.4. aflow -AAPL: The automatic anharmonic phonon library

attice thermal conductivity. Both aflow-APL and aflow-QHA
se harmonic phonons to describe the vibrations inside a material,
hich neglects phonon–phonon scattering. The aflow++ Automatic

Anharmonic Phonon Library (AAPL) includes these interactions ex-
plicitly for three-phonon processes, allowing it to calculate the lattice
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thermal conductivity of a material [28]. The thermal conductivity
tensor 𝑘 can be calculated as:

𝑘𝛼𝛽 = ℏ2

𝑘B𝑇 2

∑

𝜆
𝜔𝜆𝑛𝜆

(

𝑛𝜆 + 1
)

𝑣𝜆𝛼𝐹𝜆𝛽 .

𝜆 is the mean-free displacement of the mode and can be expanded as
first-order perturbation:

𝜆 = 𝜏0𝜆
(

𝐯𝜆 + 𝚫𝜆
)

,

where 𝚫𝜆 is the perturbation and 𝜏0𝜆 is the relaxation time, or inverse
scattering rate, of the phonon mode. For lattice thermal conductivity,
the scattering rate consists of three components:
(

𝜏0𝜆
)−1 =

(

𝜏ph-ph
𝜆

)−1
+
(

𝜏 iso
𝜆

)−1 +
(

𝜏grain
𝜆

)−1
.

(

𝜏grain
𝜆

)−1
is the grain boundary scattering rate:

(

𝜏grain
𝜆

)−1
=

|

|

𝐯𝜆||
𝐿
,

with 𝐿 being the size of the grain.
(

𝜏 iso
𝜆

)−1 is the isotope scattering rate:

𝜏 iso
𝜆

)−1 = 1
𝑁𝐪

∑

𝜆′

𝜋𝜔2
𝜆

2
∑

𝜅
𝑔(𝜅) ||

|

𝐞∗𝜆(𝑖)𝐞𝜆(𝑖)
|

|

|

2
𝛿(𝜔𝜆 − 𝜔𝜆′ ),

where 𝑔(𝑖) is the Pearson deviation coefficient of masses of the isotopes
of atom 𝜅. The weights 𝛿 can be calculated using the linear tetrahedron
method [59,137].

(

𝜏ph-ph
𝜆

)−1
are the phonon–phonon scattering rates and are the most

computationally expensive terms to obtain:
(

𝜏ph-ph
𝜆

)−1
= 1
𝑁𝐪

[

∑

𝜆′𝜆′′

(

𝑛𝜆′ − 𝑛𝜆′′
)

𝑊 +
𝜆𝜆′𝜆′′ +

∑

𝜆′𝜆′′

𝑛𝜆′ + 𝑛𝜆′′ + 1
2

𝑊 −
𝜆𝜆′𝜆′′

]

,

where 𝑊 are intrinsic scattering rates. 𝑊 +
𝜆𝜆′𝜆′′ refers to the combination

of modes 𝜆 and 𝜆′ into 𝜆′′ and 𝑊 −
𝜆𝜆′𝜆′′ to the splitting of 𝜆 into 𝜆′ and

𝜆′′. They can be calculated using:

𝑊 ±
𝜆𝜆′𝜆′′ =

ℏ𝜋
4

|

|

𝑉±||
2

𝜔𝜆𝜔𝜆′𝜔𝜆′′
𝛿
(

𝜔𝜆 ± 𝜔𝜆′ − 𝜔𝜆′′
)

× 𝛿
(

𝐪 ± 𝐪′ − 𝐪′′ +𝐆
)

.

The 𝛿-terms imply that only processes that conserve energy and quasi-
momentum (with a phase of a reciprocal lattice vector 𝐆) are consid-
ered. 𝑉± is the scattering matrix:

𝑉± =
∑

𝛷𝛼𝛽𝛾
(

𝑙𝜅; 𝑙′𝜅′, 𝑙′′𝜅′′
)

𝑒𝛼𝜆(𝜅)𝑒
𝛽
±𝜆′ (𝜅

′)𝑒𝛾−𝜆′′ (𝜅
′′)

√

𝑚𝜅𝑚𝜅′𝑚𝜅′′

× exp
[

𝑖
(

±𝐪′ ⋅ 𝐑𝑙′ − 𝐪′′ ⋅ 𝐑𝑙′′
)]

.

𝛼𝛽𝛾
(

𝑙𝜅; 𝑙′𝜅′, 𝑙′′𝜅′′
)

are the third-order anharmonic force constants and
re the central problem for thermal conductivity calculations. AAPL
ses the central difference method to calculate them. For this purpose,
wo atoms need to be displaced along linearly-independent Cartesian
oordinates, resulting in many calculations that can be reduced using
ymmetry.
erforming aflow-AAPL calculations. AAPL calculations are acti-
ated by adding [AFLOW_AAPL]CALC to the aflow.in file. As with
PL, this can also be achieved by adding --module=aapl to the in-
ut generation command (--aflow_proto). The workflow generally
ollows the APL workflow and uses many of the same parameters, but
reates additional subdirectories to calculate forces of supercells with
wo atoms displaced from their equilibrium position. It also creates the
ubdirectories required by APL to calculate phonon frequencies and
roup velocities.

As a preparatory step, AAPL determines the atomic pairs that need
o be displaced to calculate anharmonic IFCs. The cutoff distance for
hese pairs can be set using a radius, a number of coordination shells,
r both. For example:
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[AFLOW_AAPL]CUT_RAD=5.5
[AFLOW_AAPL]CUT_SHELL=6

In this case, it will set the cutoff to at least 5.5 Å while also
containing at least six coordination shells. To use only one option,
the other needs to be set to zero. IFCs between pairs with a distance
beyond the cutoff are set to zero. After determining these pairs, they are
reduced by symmetry with aflow-SYM to only contain symmetrically-
inequivalent ones [31], which results in fewer calculations than in
many other packages [28].

After determining the anharmonic IFCs, the Boltzmann Transport
Equation is solved to calculate the thermal conductivity tensor. This
is a computationally expensive step and is supported by an on-the-fly
parallelization scheme inside aflow++. The calculation conditions are
set by the following parameters in the aflow.in file:

[AFLOW_AAPL]TCT=𝑇start:𝑇end:𝑇step
[AFLOW_AAPL]THERMALGRID=𝑞1x𝑞2x𝑞3
[AFLOW_AAPL]ISOTOPE=ON
[AFLOW_AAPL]BOUNDARY=OFF
[AFLOW_AAPL]NANO_SIZE=𝑑grain

[AFLOW_AAPL]TCT sets the start and end temperatures and the
temperature step size; [AFLOW_AAPL]THERMAL_GRID is the dimen-
sions of the q-point grid for phonon–phonon scattering processes;
AFLOW_AAPL]ISOTOPE and [AFLOW_AAPL]BOUNDARY set
hether isotope and grain boundary scattering, respectively, are in-

luded; and [AFLOW_AAPL]NANO_SIZE sets the size of the grains
o 𝑑grain nm. A full list of aflow.in parameters can be found in the
PL/AAPL README, which can be displayed using:

aflow --readme=aapl

Visualization options. aflow-AAPL can plot the thermal conductivity
tensor as a function of temperature. The command is analogous to
--plotthermo for APL:

aflow --plottcond

where --plottcond accepts multiple optional inputs: the di-
ectory of the AAPL calculation (default: current directory), and

he minimum
(

𝑇min
)

and maximum
(

𝑇max
)

temperatures (default: full
range of calculated temperatures); i.e., --plottcond=directory,
𝑇𝚖𝚒𝚗, 𝑇𝚖𝚊𝚡. An example plot is shown in Fig. 10(d).

. Modeling disorder

.1. aflow -POCC: The partial occupation module for chemical disorder

The aflow-POCC module is a framework for modeling chemically
isordered systems, also known as substitutionally disordered systems
r random alloys [38]. Such systems have sites with partial, probabilis-
ic occupancies, e.g., the high-temperature Cu3Au phase [138,139] is
haracterized by a single site on an fcc lattice (A_cF4_225_a) with two
ccupants having probabilities matching the stoichiometry. The prop-
rties of Cu3Au cannot be calculated directly using standard ab-initio
odes like VASP relying on plane wave basis sets. Instead, aflow-POCC
epresents a random alloy as an ensemble of ordered supercells (an
xample is illustrated in Fig. 11), the properties of which are thermally
veraged to yield that of the disordered system. The workflow is as
ollows: ensemble set generation (pre-processing), calculation of prop-
rties (using, e.g., VASP), and analysis (post-processing). All three steps
re performed by aflow++.
ARTCAR file. aflow-POCC takes as input a PARTCAR, a modi-

ied POSCAR that specifies the partial occupancies of the sites and
ome tolerances for the algorithm. An example PARTCAR for the
g8.733Cd3.8Zr3.267 system is provided here, with inputs specific to the

ARTCAR file marked with a box.

http://www.aflow.org/prototype-encyclopedia/A_cF4_225_a.html
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Fig. 11. Generation of ordered representatives for ZnS0.25Se0.75. The aflow-POCC algorithm constructs the smallest supercell satisfying the stoichiometry of the disordered system.
For ZnS0.25Se0.75, a supercell size of four is needed given the occupancies of the shared site. An illustration of a supercell representative is provided on the right, with the occupants
of the shared site highlighted in green. The four decoration-permutations of this supercell are also shown, moving the sulfur (yellow) atom to each of the allowed sites, which
in this case all produce symmetrically-equivalent structures and are thus degenerate. This derivative superlattice, a uniform expansion of the original lattice, is only one of seven
distinct possibilities producing a supercell size of four, all of which also have four decoration-permutations to consider. This results in 28 total representative structures, seven of
which are unique.
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PARTCAR of Ag8.733Cd3.8Zr3.267

1.0 0.001 0.001
5.76 5.76 5.76 90 90 90
8*1+1*0.733 3*1+1*0.8 3*1+1*0.267

Direct(17) Partial [A8.73B3.8C3.27]
0.25 0.25 0.25 Ag pocc=1
0.75 0.75 0.25 Ag pocc=1
0.75 0.25 0.75 Ag pocc=1
0.25 0.75 0.75 Ag pocc=1
0.25 0.25 0.75 Ag pocc=1
0.75 0.75 0.75 Ag pocc=1
0.25 0.75 0.25 Ag pocc=1
0.75 0.25 0.25 Ag pocc=1
0.50 0.50 0.50 Ag pocc=0.733
0.00 0.50 0.50 Cd pocc=1
0.50 0.00 0.50 Cd pocc=1
0.50 0.50 0.00 Cd pocc=1
0.00 0.00 0.00 Cd pocc=0.8
0.50 0.00 0.00 Zr pocc=1
0.00 0.50 0.00 Zr pocc=1
0.00 0.00 0.50 Zr pocc=1
0.50 0.50 0.50 Zr pocc=0.267

he first box is next to the scaling factor and contains the site and
toichiometry tolerances for the supercell size algorithm. The default
olerance is 0.001 for both, which can be changed in the aflow.rc
ile. The second box marks the line containing the number of each
ype of atom, which now accepts fractional occupancies. The ‘+’ sign
eparates occupants of the same type with different occupancy values.
he third box is next to the ‘Direct’ coordinates designation and signals
o aflow++ that the sites that follow will have ‘Partial’ occupancy.
nly the ‘P’ in ‘Partial’ is required, similar to the ‘D’ in ‘Direct’. The

ollowing three boxes mark the two partially occupied sites: one shared
etween Ag (𝑥 = 0.733) and Zr (𝑥 = 0.267) and the other between Cd
𝑥 = 0.8) and a vacancy (𝑥 = 0.2). Take note that the order of the sites
24

e

atches that specified by the number-of-each-type line with the species
isted in alphabetic order.

A PARTCAR file can be constructed automatically by aflow++
sing the aforementioned --proto and --aflow_proto commands,
hich leverage the extensive prototyping suite [14] and library of
aturally-occurring compounds [15–17] to construct the parent struc-
ure. The first step is to construct the --proto command for the base
tructure. For example,

aflow --proto=AB_hP4_186_b_b-001:S:Zn --abccar

enerates the POSCAR for the high-temperature (wurtzite) phase of
nS [140].

POSCAR of SZn/AB_hP4_186_b_b-001.AB
1.0
3.5155 3.5155 3.5155 90 90 120
2 2
Direct(4) [A2B2]
0.333333 0.666667 0.374800 S
0.666667 0.333333 0.874800 S
0.333333 0.666667 0.000000 Zn
0.666667 0.333333 0.500000 Zn

he --abccar flag prints the lattice as |𝐚|, |𝐛|, |𝐜|, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 instead
f the usual matrix format. Take note that this structure has four
ites and two species. To construct the ZnS0.5Se0.5 structure, where
oth sulfur sites are partially occupied with selenium, the --proto
ommand is modified as such:

aflow --proto=AB_hP4_186_b_b-001:S:Se:Zn --abccar --
↪ pocc_params=P0-0.5xA-0.5xB_P1-0.5xA-0.5xB_P2-1
↪ xC_P3-1xC [--pocc_tol=0.001:0.001]

otice that the changes from the original --proto command in-
lude adding selenium to the colon-separated species list (in alpha-
etic order) and the --pocc_params/--pocc_tol options. The
-pocc_params option is a list of underline-separated values for
ach site (Position) with the first site of the parent structure indicated
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by P0. Following the site specification is a list of comma-separated
alues of the occupancies for that site, with A, B, and C referring to the

colon-separated, alphabetically-ordered set of species provided in the
--proto option. All sites must be specified with the --pocc_params
options. The optional --pocc_tol takes as input a colon-separated
list of site and stoichiometry tolerances for the supercell size algorithm.
For the site tolerance, a negative integer can be accepted instead,
which fixes the desired supercell size and allows the generation of
larger ensemble sets (better sampling) beyond what is required to
satisfy the stoichiometry exactly. The command generates the following
PARTCAR:

PARTCAR of S0.5Se0.5Zn/AB_hP4_186_b_b-001.AB
1.0 0.001 0.001
3.6017 3.6017 5.8988 90 90 120
2*0.5 2*0.5 2*1
Direct(6) Partial [A1B1C2]
0.333333 0.666667 0.374800 S pocc=0.5
0.666667 0.333333 0.874800 S pocc=0.5
0.333333 0.666667 0.374800 Se pocc=0.5
0.666667 0.333333 0.874800 Se pocc=0.5
0.333333 0.666667 0.000000 Zn pocc=1
0.666667 0.333333 0.500000 Zn pocc=1

The same PARTCAR can be generated with a shorter command:

aflow --proto=AB_hP4_186_b_b-001:S:Se:Zn --abccar --
↪ pocc_params=S0-0.5xA-0.5xB_S1-1xC

where the partial occupancy values are specified by Species, i.e., the
group of sites having sulfur atoms, S0, (zinc atoms, S1) in the parent
structure. This specification can truncate the input size substantially
for larger structures. The two specifications, P and S, can be mixed,
but should be avoided in practice as it can be challenging to keep track
of the two sets of indices simultaneously.

A PARTCAR can also be converted to a CIF file with partially
occupied sites and vice versa. For example:

aflow --proto=AB_hP4_186_b_b-001:S:Se:Zn --cif --
↪ pocc_params=S0-0.5xA-0.5xB_S1-1xC

generates the following output:

# AFLOW.org Repositories
# SSeZn/AB_hP4_186_b_b-001.AB:POCC_S0-0.5xA-0.5xB_S1

↪ -1xC
data_SSeZn
_pd_phase_name AB_hP4_186_b_b-001.AB:POCC_S0-0.5xA

↪ -0.5xB_S1-1xC
_cell_length_a 3.6017
_cell_length_b 3.6017
_cell_length_c 5.8988
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000
_cell_angle_gamma 120.0000
_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M ‘P1’
_symmetry_Int_Tables_Number 1
loop_
_symmetry_equiv_pos_site_id
_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz
1 x,y,z

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_occupancy
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_type_symbol
S1 0.5000 0.3333 0.6667 0.3748 S
S2 0.5000 0.6667 0.3333 0.8748 S
Se3 0.5000 0.3333 0.6667 0.3748 Se
25
Se4 0.5000 0.6667 0.3333 0.8748 Se
Zn5 1.0000 0.3333 0.6667 0.0000 Zn
Zn6 1.0000 0.6667 0.3333 0.5000 Zn

A CIF file can also be converted to a PARTCAR with the --vasp flag:

aflow --proto=AB_hP4_186_b_b-001:S:Se:Zn --cif --
↪ pocc_params=S0-0.5xA-0.5xB_S1-1xC | aflow --
↪ vasp

By switching the --proto to --aflow_proto, aflow++ will
generate an aflow.in file containing the PARTCAR inside. The direc-
tory structure is largely the same as that specified in Section 2, except in
this case, the third (structure) layer is a mix of the parent structure pro-
totype AB_hP4_186_b_b-001.AB and the --pocc_params. The
irectory tree also protects from the generation of duplicates, although
t does not prevent the ones produced from mixing P and S spec-
fications. The aflow-POCC aflow.in contains [AFLOW_POCC]
ALC activating the module and the PARTCAR wrapped with
POCC_MODE_EXPLICIT]START.POCC_STRUCTURE and [POCC_
ODE_EXPLICIT]STOP.POCC_STRUCTURE. Running aflow

--run in the directory with this aflow.in will, in a single step,
determine the optimal supercell size, generate the ensemble of or-
dered representatives, and create a subdirectory for each (denoted
with ARUN.POCC). Each directory contains a child aflow.in set-
ting up that particular calculation. The subdirectory structure enables
parallelization across the ordered representatives. Note that the char-
acterization of the ordered representatives is not strictly limited to the
usual relaxation/static workflows, but can also include the analysis of
thermomechanical properties, themselves creating additional parent/
child layers which ultimately resolve the properties of the disordered
system. These advanced workflows will be covered in subsequent
sections.
Creating the right supercell size. Following the creation of a PART-
CAR, the aflow-POCC algorithm determines the smallest supercell size
that satisfies the site and stoichiometry tolerances specified. The algo-
rithm iterates through incrementally larger supercell sizes, identifying
the optimal occupation (𝑓 ) and the associated site (𝛥) and stoichiometry
(

𝛥𝑥
)

errors. An example is provided in Table 2 for Ag8.733Cd3.8Zr3.267.
The stop condition is achieved when both the maximum of the site and
stoichiometry errors are below the tolerance specified in the PART-
CAR. The default tolerances of 0.001 should find the supercell size
that satisfies the stoichiometry exactly. To optimize either the site or
stoichiometry errors individually, set the other tolerance to 1.

One challenge that the algorithm overcomes is the filling of sites
for supercell sizes that may be too small. For example, consider the
first iteration in Table 2. For this case, there is only one site and two
possible occupants. The best choice (the one reducing the error) is to
fill the site with the occupant having the higher concentration (Ag). If
both occupants had equal (50%) concentrations, the algorithm would
leave the site unfilled. While filling the site with one of the occupants
would yield the same error, the algorithm has no way of deciding which
occupant to pick. The issue becomes more problematic with more
occupants having equal concentrations. This requires grouping these
same-site, equi-concentration occupants and incrementing their fillings
simultaneously or not at all. To avoid the generation of vacancies, the
input occupancy values should be altered to bias the components of
interest.
Ensemble set generation. After the algorithm determines the optimal
supercell size, it proceeds to construct all of the possible derivative
supercells. An illustration of the two steps — determining the unique
derivative superlattices (geometries) and all of the corresponding dec-
orations (colorings) — is shown in Fig. 11. The Hermite normal form
matrices [141,142] generate the unique set of derivative superlat-
tices. For the ZnS0.25Se0.75 system shown in Fig. 11, there are seven
unique derivative superlattices, each of which has four decoration-
permutations, generating 28 total representative structures. aflow-
POCC then determines which of these supercells are unique, employing
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Table 2
Evolution of the algorithm to determine the optimal supercells size for Ag8.733

d3.8Zr3.267. 𝑖 is the iteration step of the algorithm, 𝛿 is the site occupancy resolution,
is the iteration’s choice fraction for the site, 𝛥 is the error in site occupancy, 𝛥𝑥 is

he error in the stoichiometry, and 𝑛 is the supercell size.
𝑖 𝛿 Ag0.733 Zr0.267 Cd0.8 max (𝛥) max

(

𝛥𝑥
)

𝑛

𝑓 𝛥 𝑓 𝛥 𝑓 𝛥

1 1.000 1/1 0.267 0/1 0.267 1/1 0.200 0.267 0.019 1
2 0.500 1/2 0.233 1/2 0.233 2/2 0.200 0.233 0.021 2
3 0.333 2/3 0.066 1/3 0.066 2/3 0.133 0.133 0.006 3
4 0.250 3/4 0.017 1/4 0.017 3/4 0.050 0.050 0.003 4
5 0.200 4/5 0.067 1/5 0.067 4/5 0.000 0.067 0.004 5
6 0.167 4/6 0.066 2/6 0.066 5/6 0.033 0.066 0.005 6
7 0.143 5/7 0.019 2/7 0.019 6/7 0.057 0.057 0.003 7
8 0.125 6/8 0.017 2/8 0.017 6/8 0.050 0.050 0.003 4
9 0.111 7/9 0.045 2/9 0.045 7/9 0.022 0.045 0.004 9
10 0.100 7/10 0.033 3/10 0.033 8/10 0.000 0.033 0.002 10
11 0.091 8/11 0.006 3/11 0.006 9/11 0.018 0.018 0.001 11
12 0.083 9/12 0.017 3/12 0.017 10/12 0.033 0.033 0.002 12
13 0.077 10/13 0.036 3/13 0.036 10/13 0.031 0.036 0.003 13
14 0.071 10/14 0.019 4/14 0.019 11/14 0.014 0.019 0.001 14
15 0.067 11/15 0.000 4/15 0.000 12/15 0.000 0.000 0.000 15

the Universal Force Field method [143] to calculate an approximate
energy for each structure which can be quickly compared to resolve
whether two structures are identical. For ZnS0.25Se0.75, seven unique
supercells will be passed along to the next workflow stage: DFT cal-
culation with VASP. The algorithm has been optimized for speed and
reduction of memory footprint, critical as the number of total derivative
structures to consider can easily run into the billions. It is important to
mention that aflow-POCC considers all of the possible ordered rep-
resentatives, and not just a subset limited to a particular superlattice.
This ensures proper sampling for the calculation of spectral descriptors
like the entropy-forming-ability (EFA) discussed in detail in the next
ection.
ost-processing analysis. Upon completion of the ARUN.POCC sub-

directory calculations, running aflow --run again in the parent
directory will initiate the post-processing analysis. For the usual re-
laxation/static runs of the ordered representatives, aflow-POCC will
resolve ensemble average DOS, bandgaps, and magnetic moments [38].
A Boltzmann-weight is calculated for the averaging: the 𝑖-structure’s
probability depends on its degeneracy count

(

𝑔𝑖
)

, amount of disorder
elative to the minimum (ground-state) structure in the set

(

𝐻𝑖 −𝐻gs
)

,
nd a tuning parameter mimicking temperature

(

𝑇POCC
)

:

𝑖 =
𝑔𝑖𝑒

−
(

𝐻𝑖−𝐻gs
)

∕𝑘B𝑇POCC

∑

𝑖 𝑔𝑖𝑒
−
(

𝐻𝑖−𝐻gs
)

∕𝑘B𝑇POCC
.

The temperature parameter dictates how much disorder to incorporate
in the analysis, and roughly correlates with the synthesis temperature
of the material. The ensemble average DOS is written to DOSCAR-
type files at various temperature snapshots, e.g., DOSCAR.pocc_
T0300K.xz. The snapshots can be set from the command line upon
creation of the parent aflow.in (in combination with the --aflow_
proto command) with --temperature=0:2400:300, or by hand
inside the parent aflow.in by adding the line [AFLOW_POCC]
TEMPERATURE=0:2400:300, both of which will perform tempera-
ure snapshots between 0–2400 K in 300 K increments. The default
emperature snapshots are set inside the aflow.rc file. The other

properties are written to the aflow.pocc.out file containing a
summary of the full analysis, including the degeneracy count for
each unique structure and associated temperature-specific properties,
including the Boltzmann-weighted properties of each structure. The
properties are organized by temperature snapshots.

aflow-POCC also calculates the EFA, which has led to the discovery
of 10 high-entropy carbides [8,10]. The descriptor is the inverse of the
26
standard deviation of the energy spectrum of the ordered representa-
tives. Being a spectral descriptor, the EFA analysis is reliant on proper
sampling, requiring full exploration of possible ordered representatives.

aflow-POCC has been validated for a number of systems and
properties [8,10,34,38,144], including electronic, magnetic, thermody-
namic, and thermomechanical properties. It has also been demonstrated
that the accuracy improves with larger supercell sizes [38], providing
better sampling and capturing longer-range effects. Convergence with
supercell size should be checked for each property and balanced with
the feasibility of larger supercell calculations.
Comparison to other disordered system models. aflow-POCC is
a multiple-supercells approach, which is often compared with special
quasirandom structures (SQS), a supercell approach [145]. SQS is,
for a given supercell size, the singular supercell structure that mini-
mizes the site correlations to emulate the random alloy, and is thus
among the set of structures enumerated by aflow-POCC. Using a
single supercell to model the disordered system represents the strictly
infinite-temperature solution. aflow-POCC allows finite-temperature
modeling, including near the transition temperature, with the intro-
duction of an ensemble set (degeneracies) and tuning parameters into
the framework. To best model the properties of the disordered system,
the needed SQS is often quite large and very low-symmetry, making it
a challenging calculation to converge. Alternatively, aflow-POCC ap-
roaches disordered-systems-modeling from the other end, generating
any smaller cell representatives, which can be easily parallelized for
igh-throughput workflows.
lasticity and GIBBS analysis. The aflow++ Elasticity Library (AEL)

and aflow++ GIBBS Library (AGL) modules (see Section 7.1) can
be used to calculate the thermal and elastic properties of ordered
materials. These methods have now been integrated with the aflow-
OCC module to enable calculation of the thermal and elastic properties
f configurationally disordered materials.

For every derivative structure or ‘‘tile’’ generated by POCC, full AEL
nd/or AGL calculations are performed to obtain their thermoelastic
roperties, including the elastic constants, bulk and shear moduli,
ebye temperature, specific heat capacity at constant volume and at
onstant pressure, and coefficient of thermal expansion. The results are
hen thermally averaged using the POCC Boltzmann probabilities 𝑃𝑖,
function of the POCC temperature 𝑇POCC. For example, the thermally

veraged VRH bulk modulus for a configurationally disordered material
ould be calculated as
avg
VRH

(

𝑇POCC
)

=
∑

𝑖
𝑃𝑖

(

𝑇POCC
)

𝐵VRH ,𝑖,

here 𝐵VRH ,𝑖 is the VRH bulk modulus for tile 𝑖. Since the equations
or the bulk and shear moduli are linear in the elastic constants, using
he thermally averaged elastic constants to calculate the bulk and shear
oduli would give the same result as averaging the bulk and shear
oduli for each tile.

Note that in the case of AGL calculations, there are two sets of tem-
eratures: the POCC temperature, which determines the distribution of
he tiles present in the material and is often equivalent to a synthesis or
nnealing temperature; and the AGL temperature, which corresponds to
he instantaneous temperature determining the vibrational properties
f the material. Both sets of temperatures can be set separately during
ost-processing, so the same set of DFT calculations can be used to
nvestigate a range of different temperature regimes and combinations.

Performing AGL calculations in the POCC framework requires a
ompleted POCC run with all tiles relaxed and all enthalpies calculated,
o that the probabilities needed to ensemble-average the thermal elastic
roperties are available. To run an aflow-POCC+AEL/AGL calcula-
ion, the line [AFLOW_AGL]CALC or [AFLOW_AEL]CALC should be

present in the aflow.in file of the parent directory. It is recom-
mended to copy the original aflow.in file into a new file (e.g.,
aflow_agl.in) before adding/uncommenting the line, since
aflow.in files of the same name will be created in the subdirectories.
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As in the case of ordered materials, combined AEL-AGL workflows can
also be run, e.g., by setting [AFLOW_AGL]AEL_POISSON_RATIO=
ON. Other AEL and AGL parameters can be set for all tiles by including
the appropriate options (described in Section 7.1) in the aflow.in
file of the parent directory.
Phonon analysis. The aflow++ Automatic Phonon Library (APL)
discussed earlier is limited to calculating phonon properties for ordered
materials. Since the POCC method uses a statistical ensemble of ordered
structures, APL can be expanded to determine integrated vibrational
properties of disordered materials as well [34].

These properties include the vibrational free energy 𝐹vib, internal
energy 𝑈vib, and vibrational entropy 𝑆vib. They are calculated from
the phonon DOS as shown in the APL section. This opens two avenues
to calculate these quantities as ensemble properties: determining them
for each derivative structure and ensemble-averaging, or using the
ensemble-averaged DOS and integrating it. Due to the linear relation-
ship between the phonon DOS and 𝐹vib, 𝑈vib, and 𝑆vib, the results are
ndependent of that choice:

avg
vib (𝑇 ) =

∑

𝑖
𝑃𝑖(𝑇POCC)𝐹vib ,𝑖

=
∑

𝑖
𝑃𝑖(𝑇POCC)∫

∞

0
𝑓 (𝑇 , 𝜔)𝑔𝑖(𝜔)𝑑𝜔

= ∫

∞

0
𝑓 (𝑇 , 𝜔)

∑

𝑖
𝑃𝑖(𝑇POCC)𝑔𝑖(𝜔)𝑑𝜔

= ∫

∞

0
𝑓 (𝑇 , 𝜔)𝑔avg(𝜔)𝑑𝜔.

Here, 𝐹 avg
vib and 𝑔avg are the ensemble-averaged vibrational free energy

and phonon DOS, respectively, and 𝑓 (𝑇 , 𝜔) = 𝑘B𝑇 log
(

2 sinh ℏ𝜔
2𝑘B𝑇

)

.

The same relationship can be shown for 𝑈vib and 𝑆vib. The POCC-APL
workflow ensemble averages the DOS, which also provides access to
the phonon DOS of the disordered material.

Performing APL calculations in the POCC framework requires a
completed POCC run with all derivative structures relaxed and all
enthalpies calculated. This ensures that the probabilities needed to
ensemble-average the phonon DOS are available. To start the aflow-
POCC calculation, the line [AFLOW_APL]CALC needs to be present in
the aflow.in file of the parent directory. It is recommended to copy
the original aflow.in file into a new file (e.g., aflow_apl.in)
efore adding/uncommenting the line since aflow.in files of the
ame name will be created in the subdirectories.

Running aflow --run in this directory will create aflow.in files
or the APL calculations for each derivative structure. All APL options
et in the parent input file will be propagated into the subdirectories.
he initial structure is taken from the last relaxed run of the ordered
epresentative. The next step is to run aflow --run inside each sub-
irectory, which creates the additional layer of subdirectories needed
o calculate force constants and the non-analytical correction, if re-
uested. After finishing all DFT calculations in these directories, aflow
-run needs to be run again inside the POCC parent directory. It is
ot required to execute the APL post-processing runs in the individual
ubdirectories — aflow-POCC will calculate the force constants if not
resent.

The force constants are then determined and used to calculate the
honon frequencies and phonon DOS for each ordered representative.
he DOS are ensemble-averaged to calculate thermophysical properties
or each POCC temperature. Dynamically unstable derivative struc-
ures, i.e., structures with imaginary frequencies in the phonon disper-
ion, are automatically discarded from the ensemble. This behavior can
e turned off via the aflow.in option [AFLOW_POCC]EXCLUDE_
NSTABLE=OFF.
aflow-POCC outputs the phonon DOS for each POCC temperature

in the VASP DOSCAR format), and the vibrational properties calculated
rom the ensemble-averaged DOS. Both can be plotted the same way
s in APL: the DOS plots for all temperatures and the thermophysical
roperties are generated using --plotphdos and --plotthermo
ommands, respectively.
27
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8.2. aflow -QCA: The quasi-chemical approximation module for chemical
disorder

Solid solution phase transition. Forming solid solution alloys can of-
fer enhanced thermodynamic, chemical and mechanical properties [146
147]. The aflow-QCA module provides a high-throughput [47] ab-
initio method [39] to predict the temperature at which phase-separated
multi-component alloys undergo a transition to become highly disor-
dered solid solutions [148,149]. This method rests on calculating an
order parameter, within the generalized quasi-chemical approximation
(GQCA) [150,151], whose maximal change, with respect to tempera-
ture, defines the order–disorder phase transition at equi-concentration.
Then, tracing the locus of the equi-concentration relative entropy [152–
154], the phase transition temperature for the whole concentration
spectrum is found. In the subsequent sections, the predictive capabili-
ties of this method are demonstrated and corroborated by Monte Carlo
simulations [155], CALPHAD calculations [156], and experimental
data [149,157–170].
GQCA model. The GQCA model factorizes a parent lattice of 𝑁 sites
and 𝐾 species into an ensemble of non-overlapping clusters, which are
statistically and energetically independent of the surrounding medium.
Let an alloy with macroscopic concentration {𝑋1, 𝑋2,… , 𝑋𝐾} be char-
acterized by an ensemble of 𝐽 +1 clusters, with each cluster containing
𝑛 atoms. Here, each 𝑗-type cluster has a distinct energy 𝜀𝑗 and con-
centration {𝑥1𝑗 , 𝑥2𝑗 ,… , 𝑥𝐾𝑗}. Then the mixing energy for a given set of
clusters is determined by [171]:

𝛥𝐸(𝐗, 𝑇 ) =
𝐾
∑

𝑘=1
𝑋𝑘𝜀

0
𝑘 +

𝐽
∑

𝑗=0
𝑃𝑗 (𝐗, 𝑇 )𝛥𝑗 ,

where 𝜀0𝑘 are the energies of the pure cluster only containing the 𝑘th
species, 𝑃𝑗 are the probabilities of the 𝑗-type cluster in the alloy, and
𝛥𝑗 are the reduced excess energies defined as:

𝛥𝑗 = 𝜀𝑗 −
𝐾
∑

𝑘=1
𝑥𝑘𝑗𝜀

0
𝑘.

Likewise, the mixing entropy is given by:

𝛥𝑆(𝐗, 𝑇 ) = − 𝑘𝐵

[

𝑛
𝐾
∑

𝑘=1
𝑋𝑘 log𝑋𝑘 +

𝐽
∑

𝑗=0
𝑃𝑗 (𝐗, 𝑇 ) log

(

𝑃𝑗 (𝐗, 𝑇 )

𝑃 0
𝑗 (𝐗)

)]

,

here 𝑃 0
𝑗 are the probabilities to find the 𝑗-type cluster for the ideal

olution model [172,173] and the last term is known as the Kullback–
eibler divergence 𝐷𝐾𝐿 or relative entropy [174].

Finding the cluster probabilities 𝑃𝑗 at equilibrium involves mini-
izing the mixing free energy 𝛥𝐹 = 𝛥𝐸 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆 by solving the set of

quations 𝜕𝛥𝐹∕𝜕𝐏 = 𝟎 with 𝐾 constraints:
𝐽
∑

𝑗=0
𝑃𝑗 = 1,

𝐽
∑

𝑗=0
𝑃𝑗𝑥1𝑗 = 𝑋1,

𝐽
∑

𝑗=0
𝑃𝑗𝑥2𝑗 = 𝑋2, …

𝐽
∑

𝑗=0
𝑃𝑗𝑥𝐾−1𝑗 = 𝑋𝐾−1,

leaving 𝐽 + 1 − 𝐾 coupled equations. Using the method of Lagrangian
multipliers, the solution to this set of equations yields [39,171]:

𝑃𝑗 (𝐗, 𝑇 ) =
𝑃 0
𝑗 (𝐗)𝑒

𝑛𝛽
[

∑𝐾−1
𝑘=1 𝑥𝑘𝑗𝜆𝑘(𝐗,𝑇 )−𝛥𝑗

]

∑𝐽
𝑗=0 𝑃

0
𝑗 (𝐗)𝑒

𝑛𝛽
[

∑𝐾−1
𝑘=1 𝑥𝑘𝑗𝜆𝑘(𝐗,𝑇 )−𝛥𝑗

] ,

here 𝛽 = 1∕𝑘𝐵𝑇 and 𝜆𝑘 are the Lagrangian multipliers. The ener-
ies used in evaluating the previous equation are calculated with the
onnolly–Williams method [175], as implemented in Ref. [176,177]
sing the aflow.org repositories [2,13,58,85].
hase transition order parameter. The order–disorder transition of
n alloy can be determined by performing a common tangent construc-
ion of the mixing free energy [178]. However, in our model, where the

lusters are uncorrelated, this technique is invalid due to the absence of
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Fig. 12. Properties calculated by aflow-QCA. (a) Partial derivative of the order
parameter with respect to temperature and (b) the binodal curve for the CrW alloy.

coherency effects [179]. To overcome this problem, an order parameter
is defined by:

𝛼(𝐗, 𝑇 ) = 𝐏 ⋅ 𝐏0

‖𝐏‖‖𝐏0
‖

,

which measures the deviation of the probability distribution from the
high-𝑇 limit [180]. Furthermore, 𝛼 is only evaluated at the equi-
concentration 𝐗(ec), where the correlation effects are minimal [181].
Next, the transition temperature at equi-concentration 𝑇 (ec)

𝑐 is defined
where the temperature gradient of the order parameter is maximum,
similar to Monte Carlo simulations [182], as shown in Fig. 12(a).
Finally, an assumption is made: the relative entropy at the transition
temperature 𝑇𝑐 is independent of the macroscopic concentration, such
that:

𝐷(ec)
𝐾𝐿 ≡ 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝐗(ec), 𝑇 (ec)

𝑐 ) ≈ 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝐗, 𝑇𝑐 )

yields the transition temperature for the whole concentration spectrum.
Usage. The following command loads the alloy data from the aflow.org
repositories, constructs the binodal curve, as shown in Fig. 12(b), and
returns the output in plain text (txt) format:

aflow --qca --plattice=fcc --elements=Au,Pt

• --qca : Necessary argument, enters the mode to calculate the
phase equilibria properties.

• --plattice=lattice : Necessary argument, specifies the
parent lattice of the alloy (e.g., fcc).

• --elements=elements : Necessary argument, elements is
a comma-separated list of components present in the alloy.

• --directory=directory : Optional argument, specifies
the directory where to run the calculation. Default is the
current directory.

full list of parameters is available by invoking the command:

aflow --qca --usage
28
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ig. 13. Schematic of contributions to the GFA for binary (a) and ternary (b) systems.
tructures are represented as circles: black circles are at the global stoichiometry, green
ircles are pairs and triplets that contribute to the GFA at the global stoichiometry, and
lue circles are at other stoichiometries. The reference state is the ground state (gs)
efined by the convex hull. In the ternary schematic, 𝜙gs is located directly beneath
1.

.3. aflow -GFA: The glass-forming-ability module for structural disorder

Metallic glasses are a unique class of materials without the crys-
alline order typically found in metals [183,184]. Finding new metallic
lasses is constrained by the vast combinatorial space [185] and time-
onsuming experiments. aflow++ can accelerate the discovery of new
uitable candidates through the glass-forming ability (GFA) prediction
odule.

The first iteration of GFA prediction was included in aflow++ by
erim et al. in 2016 [36]. A spectral descriptor was constructed to
apture the structural confusion during vitrification into a glass upon
ooling of the melt, as described by Greer [186]. It was calculated
ased on the structures of competing crystalline phases available at
specific stoichiometry in the aflow.org repositories. This first work

ocused on binary alloy systems, where a discrete exploration along
he concentration axis already revealed a good insight into the possible
lass-forming structures.

In 2019, the GFA module was subsequently expanded to better
apture multi-component alloys by Ford et al. [37]. Employing a new
pproach of global stoichiometry {𝑋}, the GFA prediction now cov-
rs the whole concentration space of an alloy which can comprise
f combinations of phases at different compositions from the nomi-
al one and is no longer limited to points with multiple entries in
he database. To improve the descriptions of the reference states 𝜓gs

𝑖
nd competing structures 𝜓𝑖, we include pseudo-structures 𝜙𝑖 from
eighbors around the target composition. Fig. 13 shows the formation
f pseudo-structures based on entries in the aflow.org repositories.
ifferent entries (green circles) are weighted to represent the target
omposition. Using aflow-CHULL [32] (see Section 6.1) the ground
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Fig. 14. The Atomic environment of Copper (fcc, cF4). The polyhedron code of this
cuboctahedron (a) is 122.2, as it has 12 vertexes, each connected to two triangles and
two quadrangles as highlighted in (b).

states for the investigated concentrations are identified. Based on their
energetic distance to the ground state, the analysis will be limited to
combinations that could occur at a typical glass transition temperature
𝑇g.

The current implementation relies on two primary sources to predict
a GFA score for a specific composition. The first one is the structural
similarity of the competing entries. To capture the structural compo-
nent, the atomic environments (AE) are constructed. The neighbors
around each atom in an entry’s unit-cell are utilized to form a collection
of AEs. The categorization of neighbors is based on a distance his-
togram, as suggested by Brunner and Schwarzenbach [187], and later
applied to AEs by Daams et al. [188]. A categorization scheme is used
as the constructed AE are not directly comparable. Each AE is described
by a polyhedron code created from the number of vertexes connected
to a specific mix of facets [189]. An example is shown in Fig. 14.

This classification describes the structural information of an entry
on a high level, and details such as distortions or size differences are
not captured. Based on this description, the structural compatibility of
entries is expressed by comparing the composition of the AE ensemble
for each element type. The descriptor is zero if the structures have
the same AEs and reaches a maximum when they have no AEs in
common. All possible combinations in a limited area around a given
stoichiometry will be combined to create the structural similarity ss
factor. Additionally, the function 𝑓 (|𝜙𝑖⟩), describing the direct struc-
tural difference between an entry and the ground state, is used in
the final representation of the GFA. Both structural descriptors include
Gaussian distributed weights 𝑤𝑖 assigned to each entry depending on
the dimensionless distance in stoichiometry to the global stoichiometry.

The second source of information to predict a GFA is the formation
enthalpy, which is captured by the exponential function 𝑔(𝐻𝑖). This
function tends towards zero as the difference between the formation en-
thalpies of a considered entry and the ground state increases. Through
𝑔(𝐻𝑖), entries near the ground state have a bigger impact on the overall
result.

Overall the GFA at a global stoichiometry {𝑋} is calculated as:

𝜒GFA ({𝑋}) =
100 ss2

∑

𝑖 𝑓 (|𝜙𝑖⟩) 𝑔(𝐻𝑖)
∑

𝑖𝑤𝑖
,

where 100 is an arbitrary scaling factor. A detailed definition of the
different segments is presented in Ref. [37].

The GFA module in aflow++ can be invoked with:

aflow --gfa --alloy=CaCu

• --alloy=alloy : Sorted, case-sensitive string of the alloy
system (e.g., CaCu).

• --ae_file=file : Optional argument, file containing pre-
calculated atomic environments (e.g., AE_input.dat).

• --cutoff_energy=cutoff : Optional argument, is the for-
mation enthalpy cutoff in eV/atom. Default is
0.05 (eV ∼ 580 K).

his creates the following outputs:
29
• standard output : Information about the current calculation
process.

• GFA_entries.dat : Contains the stoichiometries and forma-
tion enthalpies of the structures used in the GFA calculation.

• GFA_alloy.dat : Contains the calculated GFA for each point
on the stoichiometry grid.

• All_atomic_environments.dat : Contains the atomic en-
vironments (one per species) for each entry used in the GFA
calculation.

or the full set of options and additional information, see the aflow-
FA README:

aflow --readme=gfa

. aflow-APE: The aflow++ python environment

aflow++ is a powerful tool with various fully-automated work-
lows that can easily be integrated into custom code environments.
ython is particularly important to support due to its popularity and
ecause many machine learning frameworks are implemented in this
anguage. To facilitate the usage of aflow with Python, the aflow++
ython Enviornment (aflow-APE), has been developed and includes
rappers for aflow-SYM [31], aflow-CHULL [32], aflow-XtalFinder

14], and aflow-CCE [33].
aflow++ Python modules can be installed using the command

aflow --python_modules[=modules] -D directory

here modules are a comma-separated list and directory is where
he modules are installed, e.g., the site-packages directory of the Python
nstallation. Square brackets [...] indicate optional arguments; the
rackets themselves are not part of the command. If no modules
re given, aflow will install all available ones. A complete instal-
ation of aflow is required for them to run. They can also be in-
talled into a virtual environment during the installation of aflow
ith the install-aflow.sh script by adding the --venv option.
ome of these modules require additional Python packages. A list of
ependencies can be accessed via

install-aflow.sh --pip_modules

hey are automatically installed when using --venv with install-
flow.sh.

The aflow-SYM wrapper (module name: aflow_sym) provides
unctionality to calculate all aflow++ symmetry groups (lattice point
roup, reciprocal lattice point group, crystallographic point group, the
ual of the crystallographic point group, Patterson point group, factor
roup, space group, and atom-site point group), extended crystallo-
raphic data (edata), and space group data (sgdata). It supports
agnetic moments as well. An example python script is provided
ere:

from aflow_sym import Symmetry
from pprint import pprint # pretty print JSON output

# instantiate class and specify path to aflow binary
sym = Symmetry(aflow_executable = ’~/bin/aflow’)

# indicate geometry file
input_file = ’test.poscar’

# calculate symmetry operators
output = sym.get_symmetry(input_file)
pprint(output)

# calculate space group data
output = sym.get_sgdata(input_file)
pprint(output)
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# calculate extended crystallographic data
output = sym.get_edata(input_file)
pprint(output)

aflow-CHULL consists of two different modules. aflow_chull
ontains the CHull class, which calculates convex hulls, hull energies,
istances to the convex hull, and stability criteria. An example python
cript is provided here:

from aflow_chull import CHull
from pprint import pprint # pretty print JSON output

# instantiate class and specify path to aflow binary
chull = CHull(aflow_executable = ’~/bin/aflow’)

# calculate PdPt hull and keep log file
alloy = ’PdPt’
output = chull.get_hull(alloy,options = ’--keep=log’)
pprint(output)

# calculate hull energy at x=0.5
output = chull.get_hull_energy(alloy,[0.5],options = ’

↪ --keep=log’)
pprint(output)

aflow_chull_plotter provides a Plotter class that can create
Jupyter notebooks with convex hull plots.

aflow-XtalFinder is implemented via the XtalFinder class in-
ide the aflow_xtal_finder module. It can take a list of files or a
irectory as input and provide the structure comparison output. Single
nput files can also be compared to the aflow.org repositories and
rototype encyclopedia. Unique atom decorations can be obtained as
ell. An example python script is provided here:

from aflow_xtal_finder import XtalFinder
from pprint import pprint # pretty print JSON output

# instantiate XtalFinder class
xtal_finder = XtalFinder()

# indicate geometry files
input_files = [’test.poscar1’,’test.poscar2’]

# compare two structures
output = xtal_finder.compare_materials(input_files)
print(’compare two structures via a material-type

↪ comparison (test.poscar1, test.poscar2):’)
pprint(output)

# compare input to database entries
output = xtal_finder.compare2database(’test.poscar1’,

↪ ’--properties=enthalpy_atom,natoms’)
print(’compare test.poscar1 to aflow.org repositories:

↪ ’)
pprint(output)

# compare input to aflow prototypes
output = xtal_finder.compare2prototypes(’test.poscar1

↪ ’)
print(’compare test.poscar1 to aflow library of

↪ crystallographic prototypes:’)
pprint(output)

# cast into aflow prototype designation
output = xtal_finder.get_prototype_label(’test.

↪ poscar2’)
print(’cast test.poscar2 in the aflow prototype

↪ designation:’)
pprint(output)
30
# get unique permutations for input
output = xtal_finder.get_unique_atom_decorations(’

↪ test.poscar1’)
print(’calculate the unique atom decorations for test.

↪ poscar1:’)
pprint(output)

The aflow-CCE module (aflow_cce) contains the CCE class and
rovides the same features as the C++ version of aflow++, i.e., cor-
ections to formation enthalpies, oxidation numbers, and coordination
umbers around cations. An example python script is provided here:

from aflow_cce import CCE
from pprint import pprint # pretty print JSON output

# define input arguments for CaTiO3 Pnma perovskite
# AB3C_oP20_62_c_cd_a
struct_file_path = ’test.POSCAR’
functionals = ’PBE,LDA,SCAN’
dft_formation_enthalpies = [-63.452,-72.084,-72.412]
oxidation_numbers = ’2,2,2,2,-2,-2,-2,-2,-2,-2,-2,-2,

↪ -2,-2,-2,-2,4,4,4,4’

# instantiate class and specify path to aflow binary
cce = CCE(aflow_executable = ’~/bin/aflow’)

# calculate corrections
output = cce.get_corrections(struct_file_path,

↪ functionals = functionals,
↪ enthalpies_formation_dft =
↪ dft_formation_enthalpies, oxidation_numbers =
↪ oxidation_numbers)

pprint(output)

With these wrappers, aflow++ can be seamlessly integrated into
other Python workflows. Most functions return dictionaries, a basic
built-in data type in Python. This allows the output to be further
processed, e.g., to populate feature vectors in machine learning appli-
cations.

10. Summary

This article describes aflow++, an interconnected collection of
algorithms and workflows, written in C++, that have been developed to
address the challenge of accelerated and autonomous materials’ calcu-
lation and identifications. The article highlights the upgrades that have
been developed since the original aflow++ report [50], and demon-
strate their interoperability within the overall environment. The code,
download/installation instructions and operation manuals describing
all the features, are freely available at aflow.org. Through ongoing
innovation and implementation of robust descriptors and workflows,
aflow++ continues to deliver valuable solutions as well as playing a
role in accelerating the pace of automation in the materials community.
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Appendix A. aflow++ Installation

aflow++ was built to run on UNIX-based platforms and thus na-
tively runs on Linux and macOS. It can be compiled from its monolithic
source using the provided Makefile and without having to configure
other libraries. The location of the executable can then be added to
the $PATH variable to make it available everywhere for the user.
Windows, on the other hand, cannot directly run aflow++ because of
ts different architecture and system APIs. Short of setting up a virtual
achine running Linux, Windows users can compile aflow++ on the
indows Subsystem for Linux (WSL), which provides a GNU/Linux

nvironment for multiple popular distributions, including Ubuntu and
ebian [190,191].

To increase portability across platforms, compiling from source is a
iable option [192]. Users with limited command-line experience can
enefit from an automated installation script (install-aflow.sh).

It supports many Linux distributions (including Ubuntu and Debian
for the WSL), macOS, and Cygwin [193]. It can be downloaded at
aflow.org/install-aflow [194]. The script automatically installs the de-
pendencies needed to compile and run all features of aflow++. This
includes external packages required for graphics. It then compiles the
aflow++ source code and adds it to the $PATH variable so that the
executable aflow can be used after the terminal is restarted. It can
also install aflow++’s Python wrappers inside a virtual environment
using the --venv option.

Some features of the installation can be customized. By default,
dependencies for all aflow++ features are installed, which includes
pdflatex used in some modules. These plotting packages require
considerable disk space, and often cannot be installed by individual
users on a shared system. They can be skipped entirely by executing
the script as:

install-aflow.sh --slim

Other opportunities to customize the installation include selecting the
location of the aflow++ binary by using the option --ULB=path ,
where path is the desired path for the aflow++ binary. Similarly,
the location of the aflow++ source directory and the installed virtual
environment can be set by using --AWD=path and --venv=path ,
espectively.

ppendix B. The aflow.rc configuration file

The aflow.rc is the configuration file defining the default settings
or running within the aflow++ environment. The file emulates the
ashrc script that runs when initializing an interactive environment

n bash (Bourne again shell). The file is read upon running the
flow binary, with settings that can be overridden by flags passed

hrough the command line or those set in the aflow.in file, al-
lowing for calculation-specific customization. Upon running aflow,
31

a fresh aflow.rc file is created in $HOME if one is not already t
present. Just like the bashrc file, the aflow.rc file is hidden
(i.e., $HOME /.aflow.rc).

Tunable settings include the compression algorithm, output file
names, MPI settings, paths for binaries, databases, module-specific set-
tings, and machine settings. Users of VASP might consider configuring
the following settings for their machine:

// DEFAULT GENERIC MPI
MPI_START_DEFAULT="ulimit -s unlimited"
MPI_STOP_DEFAULT=""
MPI_COMMAND_DEFAULT="mpirun -np"
MPI_NCPUS_DEFAULT=4
MPI_NCPUS_MAX=4

// DEFAULTS BINARY
DEFAULT_VASP_BIN="vasp46s"
DEFAULT_VASP_MPI_BIN="mpivasp46s"
DEFAULT_VASP5_BIN="vasp_std"
DEFAULT_VASP5_MPI_BIN="vasp_std"

// DEFAULTS POTCARS
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIRECTORIES="~/src/vasp,/home/

↪ Tools/src/vasp"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DATE="current"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_SUFFIX="/POTCAR"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POT_LDA="pot_LDA"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POT_GGA="pot_GGA"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POT_PBE="pot_PBE"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POTPAW_LDA="potpaw_LDA"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POTPAW_GGA="potpaw_GGA"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POTPAW_PBE="potpaw_PBE"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POTPAW_LDA_KIN="potpaw_LDA

↪ .54"
DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_POTPAW_PBE_KIN="potpaw_PBE

↪ .54"

MPI_START_DEFAULT and MPI_STOP_DEFAULT are commands to
run before and after the MPI program. For example, running ulimit
-s unlimited allows VASP to access as much stack memory as it ne-
eds. MPI_COMMAND_DEFAULT together with MPI_NCPUS_DEFAULT
and MPI_NCPUS_MAX define the MPI portion of the VASP command,
e.g., mpirun -np 4. MPI_COMMAND_DEFAULT is overridden in the
aflow.in with the following setting: [AFLOW_MODE_MPI_MODE]
COMMAND="mpirun -np". MPI_NCPUS_DEFAULT is chosen if no
overriding NCPUS option is provided on either the command line
aflow --run --ncpus=8) or in the aflow.in ([AFLOW_MODE_
MPI_MODE]NCPUS=8), and MPI_NCPUS_MAX is chosen if the maxi-
mum number of cores are requested via the command line (--ncpus=
max) or in the aflow.in ([AFLOW_MODE_MPI_MODE]NCPUS=MAX)

The VASP binary name is specified with the DEFAULT_VASP_BIN
variable, with corresponding serial and MPI variants (DEFAULT_
VASP_MPI_BIN). The serial and MPI variants are overridden in the
aflow.in with [AFLOW_MODE_BINARY=vasp46s] and [AFLOW_
MODE_MPI_MODE]BINARY="mpivasp46s", respectively. The
default can be either a VASP4 or VASP5 binary. There are some cases
where the VASP5 binary is required by the workflow (e.g., calcula-
tion of force constants using linear-response or to determine longi-
tudinal optic and transverse optical (LO-TO) lattice vibration split-
ting). aflow++ tries to determine the VASP version automatically
nd, for these cases, changes the settings and formats to run with
ASP5 (DEFAULT_VASP5_BIN serial and MPI variants). These bina-
ies should be made accessible in the environment of the compute-node
hrough the $PATH . Together with the MPI settings, these variables
efine the full MPI VASP command to be executed by aflow++:

mpirun -np 4 mpivasp46s > vasp.out

This can be checked in the calculation’s LOCK file, looking for the line
hat starts with:

https://aflow.org/install-aflow/
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00000 MESSAGE Executing: command

Proper organization of the pseudopotential files is critical for en-
bling aflow++ to find and use them automatically. aflow++ breaks

the subdirectory structure into different variables. For example, the fol-
lowing path /home/Tools/src/vasp/potpaw_PBE/current/
Mn_pv/POTCAR can be constructed to find the manganese pseu-
dopotential file calculated with the PBE functional [46] using the
projector-augmented-wave formalism (PAW) [195]. DEFAULT_VASP_
OTCAR_DIRECTORIES is a comma-separated list of paths to check

or the pseudopotential files. It resembles the $PATH environment
ariable in that it will check each path sequential until a match is
ound. The level of theory, formalization, and components are specified
n the aflow.in:

[VASP_FORCE_OPTION]AUTO_PSEUDOPOTENTIALS=mode
[VASP_POTCAR_MODE_IMPLICIT]
[VASP_POTCAR_FILE]Mn

mode can be any of the following: pot_LDA, pot_GGA, potpaw
_LDA, potpaw_GGA, potpaw_PBE, potpaw_LDA_KIN, potpaw_
BE_KIN, where LDA refers to the local density approximation, and

he KIN variants refer to the pseudopotentials released with VASP5.4
hat include information on the kinetic energy density of the core-

electrons. The mode chosen corresponds to one of the pseudopotential
subdirectories: DEFAULT_VASP_POTCAR_DIR_MODE . The pv suffix
in Mn_pv refers to the treatment of 𝑝 semi-core states as valence states,
as specified in the VASP Wiki: https://www.vasp.at/wiki/index.php/
Available_PAW_potentials. The selection of the right pseudopotential
file can be checked in the calculation’s LOCK file, looking for the line
that starts with:

00000 MESSAGE POTCAR FILE: Found potcar FilePotcar=path

To keep track of different pseudopotentials released with new versions
of VASP, aflow++ identifies each reference with its MD5 hash [13,
96] and appends this information to the bottom of the aflow.in:

[VASP_POTCAR_AUID]99be850476e2dfb3
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